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Abstract 
 
Closely connected to the Alpine orogenesis and related local basin extensions, large-scale 
igneous activity characterised throughout Europe, one of the most active regions being the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  Various disciplines offer different answers to the tectonic processes 
behind magmatism and no consensus has been reached.  In an attempt to understand about the 
tectonic background of igneous activity, new results of geochemical analyses on Miocene igneous 
rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region were introduced in this study and 
integrated with findings of previous geochemical and structural studies.  On the basis of the 
mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of igneous rocks and variation patterns of their 
elements in time and space, igneous petrogenetic processes (fractional crystallization, magma 
mixing, assimilation or contamination), the depth of magmageneration and differentiation and the 
relevance of alkali basaltic magma in the generation of calc-alkaline magmas were considered. 
The distribution, eruption ages and geochemical characteristics of the igneous rocks reveal that, 
(1) igneous activity at the NE part took place between 22 and 9Ma, (2) erupted material is distributed 
along well-defined NE-SW, NW-SE and N-S striking fault systems, (3) most igneous rocks belong to 
the calc-alkaline series and (4) felsic rocks formed at the earlier stages of activity, the most mafic 
(basaltic) rock at the end.  Also, (5) even if no systematic spatial differences could be observed for 
most major and trace elements, LIL element contents of andesites increase towards the Carpathians, 
HFS element contents towards the basin.  Calculations on the importance of crystallization, magma 
mixing, assimilation or contamination processes in magmageneration and differentiation suggest that 
(6) fractional crystallization of a single source alone cannot explain the geochemical characteristics 
of all igneous rocks, and consequently (7) these are determined by the involvement of several source 
materials.  (8) The depth of magmageneration changed from crustal to mantle source regions with 
the progress of time in the case of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. and a decrease in the 
number of source materials involved in magmagenesis and differentiation can be inferred even for 
Transcarpathian rocks, suggesting a possible shift from more complex to simpler processes.  (9) 
Alkali basaltic magma may have been involved in the formation of calc-alkaline igneous rocks not 
only as heat source but, in the case of basaltic rocks, also as material. 
Combining the above results with structural data, the model of small-scale delamination was 
proposed as a possible reason for igneous activity.  Caused by crustal (and lithospheric) 
overthickening in a compressive region, gravitational instability and possible fault movements made 
the lowermost part of the lithosphere detach and sink.  The process resulted in the formation of 
south-west and south-east dipping wedges within the mantle into which asthenospheric material 
could rise, providing heat for melt generation in upper mantle source regions.  The magmas 
generated this way could then ascend via fault systems while assimilating various degrees of lower 
and upper crustal materials. 
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論文概要 
 
アルプス造山運動に伴い、ヨーロッパ各地では、伸張盆地の拡大とともに大規模な火成
活動が起こり、その特に活発であった地域の一つは、カルパティア・パンノニア地域である．
火成活動を引き起こしたテクトニックプロセスについては、様々な分野から異なる説明が提
案されており、そのメカニズムにいついては今なお議論が続いている．火成活動を引き起こ
したテクトニクスを理解するために、本論文では、カルパティア・パンノニア地域北東部の
中新世の火成岩について新たな分析を行なうとともに、公表されている地球化学的および構
造地質学的なデータと合わせて考察した．岩石の鉱物組み合わせ、全岩化学組成の時間およ
び空間に伴う変化をもとに、岩石の成因（結晶分化作用、マグマ混合、物質の混成･同化作
用、マグマの発生・分化の深度、そしてアルカリ玄武岩マグマの関与）について検討した． 
火成岩の分布、定置年代、地球化学的の検討から、（1）北東部での火成活動は 22Ma か
ら 9Ma まで続いたこと、（2）噴出物は北東‐南西、北西‐南東および南北方向の断層系に
沿って分布すること、（3）火成岩のほとんどはカルク・アルカリ系列岩であること、（4）
フェルシック岩は火成活動の早期に、最も苦鉄質な試料（玄武岩）は晩期に形成されたこ
とが確認された．そして、（5）一般に主成分・微量成分元素の空間に伴う系統的な変化は
認められないが、安山岩の組成変化パターンから、これらの岩石の LIL 元素含有量はカル
パティア山脈の方に、HFS 元素含有量は盆地の方に増加していることが読み取れた．結晶
作用、マグマ混合、物質の混成･同化作用が岩石の生成・分化に果たす役割を検討した結果
から、（6）岩石の化学組成の特徴は、一つの起源物質の結晶分化では説明できないこと、（7）
その特徴は複数の起源物質により決定されること、（8）トカイ・スランスケ山脈では、火成
岩の起源マグマの発生・分化がおこった領域が、時間の経過とともに地殻からマントルへ、
より深い領域へ推移し、トランスカルパティア地方でも、マグマの生成・分化に参加する物
質の数が減るなど、より単純なマグマ過程へ移り変わったこと、そして（9）アルカリ玄武
岩マグマは、カルク・アルカリ系列岩の形成では熱源としてだけではなく、玄武岩の生成過
程で混入した物質の一つであったことを推定した． 
岩石の成因についてわかった以上のこと、および構造地質学的なデータから、本論文で
は、火成活動の原因として小規模なデラミネーションという新しいモデルを考えた．造山運
動で、地殻とリソスフェアは厚くなり、リソスフェアの底部は、重力不安定により、南西お
よび南東方向に傾斜する複数の部分で剥離し、マントル内へ沈み込む．これと入れ替わって
上昇するアセノスフェアを熱源として、リソスフェアが融解してマグマを生じる．発生した
マグマは、下部・上部地殻の様々な物質を同化しながら断層に沿って噴出するというモデル
である． 
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Összefoglalás 
 
Az alpi hegységképződés Európa számos térségében tágulásos medencék kialakulásával és 
vulkáni működéssel járt együtt, melynek egyik legaktívabb területe a Kárpát-Pannon térség volt.  A 
vulkanizmus hátterében rejlő tektonikai folyamatokról eltérő tudományágak területén egymásnak 
ellentmondó következtetések születtek, és az azt kiváltó mechanizmus máig vitatott.  Jelen 
tanulmányban e tektonikai folyamatok jobb megértéséhez a Kárpát-Pannon térség Ék-i részén 
elhelyezkedő miocén magmás kőzetekől nyert új geokémiai adatokat korábbi geokémiai és 
szerkezetföldtani kutatások eredményeivel ötvöztem.  A kőzetek ásványos és geokémiai jellemzői, 
valamint az elemek térben és időben való elhelyezkedésének alapján magmás petrogenetikai 
folyamatokat (frakcionált kristályosodás, magmakeveredés, asszimiláció, kontamináció) elemeztem, 
a magmageneráció és differenciáció mélységére következtettem, és az alkáli bazaltos magma a 
mészalkáli kőzetek kialakulásában játszott szerepét vizsgáltam. 
A kőzetek elhelyezkedése, kora, valamint geokémiai jellezői arról tanúskodnak, hogy (1) az 
ÉK-i részterület vulkáni tevékenysége 22 millió és 9 millió év között zajlott, (2) a kitörési termékek 
jellegzetes Ék-Dny, Ény-Dk és É-D-i csapású törésvonal-rendszerek mentén helyezkednek el, (3) a 
keletkezett kőzetek döntő többsége a mészalkáli rendszerbe sorolható, és a (4) savanyú magmák a 
vulkáni működés elejére, a legbázisosabb (bazalt) a végére koncentrálódnak.  (5) A fő-és 
nyomelemek térbeli elhelyezkedése nem mutat rendszeres megoszlást, de az andezitek nagy 
ionsugarú litofil elemtartalma a Kárpátok felé, a nagy térerejű nyomelemtartalma a medence felé nő.  
Kristályosodásra, magmakeveredésre, asszimilációra, valamint kontaminációra végzett számítások 
eredményei arra utalnak, hogy (6) a kőzetek geokémiai jellemzői nem magyarázhatók egyetlen, 
geokémiailag hasonló forrás frakcionált kristályosodásával, hanem (7) annak kialakításában számos, 
eltérő forrás játszott szerepet.  (8) A Tokaj-Eperjesi-hg. kőzeteinek magmagenerációs mélysége 
idővel kéregből köpenyrégióra tolódott el, és Kárpátalja vulkanitjainak esetében a forráskőzetek 
számának csökkenésére, a magmagenerációs folyamatok egyeszerűsödésére lehet következtetni.  
(9) Alkáli bazatos magma nemcsak hőforrásként, hanem forrásanyagként is szerepet játszhatott a 
bazaltos kőzetek kialakulásában. 
Mindezen eredményeket összevetve szerkezetföldrajzi adatokkal, a vulkanizmus lehetséges 
kiváltó okaként kis méretű litoszféradarabok leszakadását (delaminációját) gondoltam.  A 
hegységképződés során fellépő kompressziós erőhatások miatt a kéreg (és litoszféra) a miocénre 
jelentősen kivastagodott, minek hatására gravitációs instabilitás léphetett fel.  Emiatt, valamint 
feltehetően törésvonalak menti elmozdulások miatt, a litoszféra legalsó darabjai Dk-i és Dny-i 
irányban leszakadtak és ékeket formáltak a köpenyben.  Az ezekbe áramló forró asztenoszférikus 
anyag a felsőköpenyben olvadékképződést eredményezett, majd az így keletkező magma a feláramás 
során az alsó- és felsőkéregben eltérő mértékben kontaminálódott, és törésvonalak mentén tört a 
felszínre. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
More than a hundred million years ago, when the collision of the African and European plates 
began in late Cretaceous times, the consequent closure of the Tethys Sea led to the gradual 
emergence of the Alpine mountain system (Figs. 1, 2).  Associated with the development of the 
orogeny, local basin extensions and extensive igneous activity characterised various regions 
throughout Europe. 
The latest tracks of igneous activity in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, Central Europe date 
back to Cretaceous times (Fig.3).  Magmatism was intermittently active until the Pleistocene, its 
peak coinciding with the two-phase opening of a basin system during the Miocene, as a result of 
which the region is currently underlain by unusually thin crust and lithosphere (22 and 45km at their 
thinnest, respectively, Posgay et al., 1995).  Igneous products cover the whole region and are 
generally classified into calc-alkaline felsic (early Miocene), calc-alkaline intermediate (Miocene to 
Quaternary) and alkali basaltic groups (11.7-0.5Ma, Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b) on the basis of 
their total alkali and silica [K2O+Na2O vs. SiO2 wt. %] contents (Fig.4, Table 1). 
Several models have been published to explain the tectonic development and direct trigger for 
the igneous activity in this generally compressive system associated with extensional basins (e.g. 
Stegena et al., 1975; Horváth et al., 2006; Houseman and Gemmer, 2007), but no consensus has 
been reached.  Taking a geochemical approach, this study aims to investigate into the topic by 
presenting a new set of major and trace element data on Miocene igneous rocks from the NE part of 
the region, and integrating them with published geochemical and structural data.  From bulk 
chemical characteristics of igneous rocks and variation patterns of elements in time and space, 
petrogenetic processes were considered by examining the importance of fractional crystallization in 
magmageneration and differentiation, possible magma sources, the depth of magmageneration and 
differentiation and the relevance of alkali basaltic magma in the generation of calc-alkaline magmas.  
The synthesis of geochemical findings and structural data suggests that igneous activity at the NE 
part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region may be interpreted as the outcome of small-scale 
lithospheric detachment processes. 
 
 
2. GEOLOGICAL OUTLINES AND GEODYNAMIC SETTING OF THE 
CARPATHIAN-PANNONIAN REGION 
 
The Carpathian-Pannonian Region in Central Europe includes the Pannonian basin system and 
related mountain ranges (Fig. 5).  Surrounded by the Eastern Alps on the west, the Carpathian Mts. 
(Carpathians) on the north, east and southeast and the Dinarides on the southwest, the Pannonian 
basin system is defined as an interarc “basin system … composed of individual troughs, major 
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rift-like depressions filled up by thick Neogene sediments … and moderately depressed subbasins as 
well as uplifted blocks composed of Mesozoic, Paleozoic sedimentary rocks … or Hercynian 
granites” (Embey-Isztin et al., 2001). 
On the basis of different Mesozoic and Palaeogene facies development, most studies divide the 
region into two major tectonic units (“terrains”, “blocks” or “microplates” in some literature): 
ALCAPA (Alps-Carpathian-Pannonian) (also as Pelso or North Pannonian), and TISZA-DACIA 
(also as Tisia or South Pannonian) (e.g. Csontos et al., 1992; Haas et al., 1995; Bada et al., 1999, 
Fodor et al., 1999).  The two units are separated by a WSW-ENE striking tectonic fault system 
called the Mid-Hungarian line (Zagreb-Zemplin line), which has been described as a “north-dipping 
detachment fault beneath large masses of Neogene volcanics” (Csontos and Nagymarosy, 1998). 
There are three tectonic units surrounding the Carpathian-Pannonian Region: the stable 
European plate (East Europan Platform) from north and north-east, the Adria plate from south-west 
and the Moesian table from south-east.  Due to the continuous convergence of the African and 
European plates from the Cretaceous, the Cretaceous-Quaternary crustal development of the region 
is determined by the consequent movements of the latter two microplates (Adria plate and Moesian 
table).  The directions of compressive forces are well represented in the NE-SW, NW-SE and N-S 
striking fault system of the region (Fig. 6).  Structural studies on the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region by Széky-Fux et al. (2007) suggest that major compressive forces 
coming from the Moesian table (south-east) during the Miocene resulted in major upthrusts, 
flexure-like uplifts and depressions, whereas compressive forces from the Adria plate (south-west) 
were mainly released by left-lateral detachments, resulting in the formation of the “chessboard-like 
structure” of the basement.  The NE-SW oriented crustal shortening, inferred from palinspastic 
reconstruction of flysch units in the NE Carpathians, is considered to be at least 260km since the 
Cretaceous (Behrmann et al., 2000). 
The general compression in the region gave rise to the formation of a 40-50km thick crust by 
the Miocene, the thickness of which was estimated by thermobarometric calculations 
(garnet-clinopyroxene-plagioclase-quartz geobarometry and garnet-clinopyroxene Fe/Mg equilibria 
geothermometry) using granulite xenoliths from Pliocene alkali basaltic tuffs (Embey-Isztin et al., 
2003).  The two-phase opening of the Pannonian basin system during the Miocene (“rifting” or 
“Tertiary collapse of the region” in some literature), however, completely changed overthickened 
crustal (and lithospheric) properties of the region.  According to Huismans et al. (2001), it took 
place in two phases (17.5-14Ma and 11.5-8Ma? with structural inversion between and after the two 
phases), and resulted in the formation of the current thin crust and lithosphere (22 and 45km at their 
thinnest, respectively, Posgay et al., 1995) and high heat flow patterns (110mW/m2 at their highest, 
e.g. Horváth and Bada, 2006) of the region (Fig.7).  The opening of the basin system also coincided 
with the peak of igneous activity, as a result of which the thick volcanic sequences of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region were formed.  From late Miocene times, however, compressive 
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forces regained dominance and are determining the current structural evolution of the region (e.g. 
Fodor et al., 1999). 
 
 
3. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH AREA 
 
A presumed centre of the most extensive activity during the about 150 million-year-long 
irregularly periodical magmatism is located at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region (Figs. 
8, 9).  This area also displays one of the longest periods of activity, with a wide variety of igneous 
rocks mainly from the calc-alkaline series and therefore it has been chosen for area of research.  It 
is boundered by the Pieniny Klippen Belt on the east, the Hernád/Hornad fault system on the west 
and the southern border of the Szolnok Flysh Belt on the south.  It can be divided into three, 
structurally strongly connected geographical areas: (1) the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., (2) the NE part of the 
Great Hungarian Plain (Great Plain) and the (3) Transcarpathian Depression (Transcarpathia).  Each 
area is well confined with characteristic fault system.  The Tokaj-Slanske Mts. are bordered by the 
Hernád/Hornád fault on the west and the Zemplén/Bodrog fault on the southeast (e.g. Márton et al., 
2000; Pécskay and Molnár, 2002).  Areas south from the Zemplén/Bodrog fault to the southern 
margin of the Szolnok Flysch Belt are referred to as the NE part of the Great Plain.  This unit is 
bordered by a NW-SE trending structural fault on the west and by the Peripannon fault system on the 
east.  The area called Transcarpathia in this study includes both the East Slovak Basin and the 
Ukrainian part of the Transcarpathian Depression.  On the east, it is confined by the Pieniny 
Klippen Belt, on the west by the Peripannon fault system. 
 
3.1 Geographical properties 
The NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region includes mountainous areas not higher than 
1400m above sea level altitude, plains and depressions.  The Tokaj-Slanske Mts. are mountainous 
areas reaching around 1000m at their highest.  Areas belonging to the Great Plain are confined to 0 
and 200m of sea level altitude and consequently, rock sampling is only possible by borehole drilling.  
Transcarpathia is a NW-SE-striking depression surrounded by the mountains of the Carpathians from 
the east and the plains of the Great Plain from the west. 
 
3.2 Current geological features 
 
3.2.1 Structural characteristics 
The crustal and lithospheric properties of the research area agree well with the general trends 
observed at the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  Attained by rifting in a basically compressive 
system, the crustal thickness of most areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain and Transcarpathia) is 
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between 25 and 27.5km, gradually reaching 30km towards the Carpathians (Fig 7).  Lithospheric 
thicknesses range between 60 and 80km, revealing a general increase from the basin towards the 
mountainous areas.  These values are anomalous and differ significantly from those of the 
neighbouring Eurasian continental platform (40 and 180km, respectively) (e.g. Horváth, 1993).  
Heat flow patterns range between 70-110mW/m2, with an average of 100mW/m2 for most areas.  
Seismic activity is relatively sparse (e.g. Horváth and Bada, 2006). 
 
3.2.2 Palaeomagnetic data 
Palaeomagnetic studies on sedimentary and igneous rocks from the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region show counter-clockwise rotations in the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. during 
the Neogene (e.g. Orlicky, 1996; Márton et al., 2000).  The largest rotation angle is revealed by the 
oldest (Eggenburgian, 22-20Ma) and northernmost rock (-80º) with rotation angles gradually 
decreasing southward with time (-20º by the end of Miocene) (Márton et al., 2000).  No rotations 
have been described on the youngest, late Miocene rocks. 
 
3.2.3 Basement structure 
The NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region is cut through by the Mid-Hungarian line, and 
includes territories of both ALCAPA and TISZA-DACIA tectonic units.  Although the exact 
boundaries slightly differ in various studies, the major part of the research area is generally classified 
into the Zemplén block of ALCAPA, parts south of the Mid-Hungarian line to TISZA-DACIA.  In 
this respect, the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. and most of Transcarpathia are situated on the Zemplén block, 
whereas the Great Plain belongs partly to ALCAPA, partly to TISZA-DACIA (e.g. Csontos et al., 
1992; Haas et al., 1995). 
Structurally, the area of research consists of three geological units: (1) Pre-Tertiary basement, 
(2) Palaeogene basin systems and (3) Neogene basin systems. 
 
3.2.3.1 Pre-Tertiary basement 
The Pre-Tertiary basement structure is characterized by complex nappe systems and imbricated 
thrust sheets.  Although the terminology and exact boundaries differ by literature, Csontos (2002) 
differentiates five major nappes (Penninic, Fatric, Tatric, Inacovce-Krichevo and Veporic units), 
most of which are subdivided into further imbricate sheets.  The Tokaj-Slanske Mts. are underlain 
by the Tatric, Veporic, Inacovce-Krichevo, Humenne (Fatric) and Zemplinic units (Kovác et al., 
1995).  The Zemplinic unit (or Zemplinicum) is sometimes treated as part of the Veporic (e.g. 
Csontos, 2002), sometimes as part of the Borsod (e.g. Fülöp, 1997), sometimes as a separate unit.  
The NE part of the Great Plain is underlain by the Veporic and the Mecsek-Infrabukovinian-Getic 
nappes (Csontos and Vörös, 2004).  The Pre-Tertiary basement structure of Transcarpathia includes 
the Fatric (Krizna), Inacovce-Krichevo and Veporic units (Soták, 1993). 
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Some areas of the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region are indicated with ambiguous 
or unknown basement (Fülöp and Dank, 1987), but literature on Pre-Neogene basement rocks is 
quite detailed (e.g. Pap, 1990; Fülöp, 1997; Gyarmati, 2002).  Most data were attained by studying 
outcrops where possible, describing borehole samples (boreholes deepened mainly for hydrocarbon 
research) and examining accidental inclusions in erupted Neogene volcanics. 
Basement rocks in the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. include Precambrian and Palaeozoic metamorphic, 
Palaeozoic sedimentary and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks (e.g. Fülöp and Dank, 1987; Kovác et al., 
1995; Császár, 1997; Fülöp, 1997; Márton et al., 2000; Gyarmati, 2002).  The oldest ones are 
around 900Ma old gneisses and schist complexes that were rearranged during the Variscan 
orogenesis (Carboniferous) (Gyarmati, 2002).  A porhyroid phyllite complex of Ordovician age was 
metamorphosed during the Caledonian orogenesis (Ordovician-Silurian).  Carboniferous and 
Permian sequences are characterised by continental molasse formations (Fülöp, 1997) and 
sedimentary complexes of red sandstone, conglomerates and shales (Kovác et al., 1995; Gyarmati, 
2002).  Permian rhyolitic formations are interbedded within sedimentary material (e.g. Császár, 
1997; Fülöp, 1997).  Dark grey, slightly foliated limestones, dolomites and variegated sandstones, 
aleurolites have been described as Triassic complexes (e.g. Fülöp, 1997; Gyarmati, 2002).  The 
uppermost basement rock sequences at most places are rare shallow marine deposits of Jurassic age 
(Fülöp and Dank, 1987).  Cretaceous formations have not been found, but Kovác et al. (1995) and 
Márton et al. (2000) mention slightly metamorphosed Eocene marine deposits. 
Basement rocks in the NE part of the Great Plain are basically divided into three units: late 
Precambrian and Variscan (Carboniferous) polymetamorphic, Palaeozoic and Mesozoic 
non-metamorphic formations and upper Cretaceous-Paleogene flysh units (Fülöp and Dank, 1987; 
Pap, 1990; Fülöp, 1997).  Late Precambrian and Carboniferous polymetamorphic formations 
include widespread crystalline schists of amphibolite facies (gneisses, mica schists and amphibolites) 
(Fülöp, 1997) and are thought to have suffered regional metamorphism around 700-750Ma.  These 
complexes are overlain by Silurian-Devonian rocks.  As a result of the Variscan orogenesis 
(Carboniferous), palingenetic granitization, K-metasomatism, mylonitization processes and 
formations of diaphtorites of greenschist facies have been described (Fülöp, 1997).  
Non-metamorphic Palaeozoic complexes include continental molasse formations and rhyolitic 
volcanics of upper Carboniferous and Permian age, as well as upper Permian (red) sandstones and 
other sedimentary material.  Fluviatile-coastal plain red sandstones, variegated siltstones, 
evaporites, dolomites, shallow marine limestones and continental sandstones characterize Triassic 
formations (Fülöp, 1997).  The Jurassic is represented by red ammonitic limestones, radiolarites 
and cherty limestones.  Alkali basaltic occurrences and sedimentary complexes (e.g. red marls) 
characterise the Cretaceous times.  Basement rocks at the southernmost zone of the NE part of the 
Great Plain are Cretaceous-Paleocene (Fülöp, 1997) (Cretaceous-Oligocene in Nagymarosy and 
Báldi-Beke, 1993) flysch units. 
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Basement rocks of Transcarpathia include slightly metamorphosed Triassic and sedimentary 
Jurassic-Eocene sequences, as has been described by Gnojek et al. (1991), Soták et al. (1993) and 
Gönczy (2006).  The upper Triassic is represented by calc phyllites, phyllitic schists, graphitic 
schists, limestones, siltstones, sandstones and metatuffites (Soták et al., 1993).  Reddish, red-purple 
schists and finely laminated limestones formed during the Jurassic period.  The Cretaceous is 
characterised by turbiditic sequences of dark marlstones and sandstones.  Gönczy (2006) and Soták 
et al. (1993) mention basic intrusions (dolerites, spilites, dolerite porphyrites, tuffs, tuffites) of 
Cretaceous age.  The youngest basement formations are represented by Eocene black pelites and 
sandstones showing signs of flysch lithofacies (Soták et al., 1993).  Overlying these units, 
serpentinized peridotitic formations have been detected at several places (e.g. Gnojek et al., 1991; 
Soták et al., 1993).  On the basis of their mineral assemblage and alteration characteristics, they are 
considered to be overthrusted units of Mesozoic (Jurassic) ultrabasic formations (Soták et al., 1993). 
The above description shows that Pre-Neogene basement rocks of the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region display a complex variety of Precambrian metamorphic, Palaeozoic 
metamorphic and sedimentary, Mesozoic sedimentary and Palaeogene sedimentary and slightly 
metamorphosed rocks. 
 
3.2.3.2 Palaeogene basin system 
Overlying imbricated Pre-Tertiary basement complexes, the Palaeogene basin systems and their 
sedimentary sequences indicate another structural unit in the area of research.  Out of the several 
NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W striking basin systems of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, a significant 
part of the Szolnok (Szolnok-Máramaros) Flysch Zone belongs to the NE part.  It is considered to 
have formed under N-S compressive regime during middle Eocene-early Oligocene times (e.g. 
Fodor et al., 1999).  “Palaeogene basins are asymmetric and often dissected by dextral faults” 
(Fodor et al., 1999) and earlier studies generally proposed a transtensional pull-apart origin for their 
formation.  Alternatively, Tari et al. (1993) interpret them as flexural basins defined as 
“compressional basins caused by lithospheric flexure due to the load of the adjacent thrust and fold 
belt”.  Regardless of the formational mechanism, however, the importance of the Szolnok Flysch 
Zone can be seen in the thick (around 1000m) sedimentary sequences accumulated in its troughs, 
since they form immediate basement for large volumes of volcanic material.  The unit is thrust and 
folded into imbricated structures by post-Oligocene, early Miocene compressive deformation 
(Nagymarosy and Báldi-Beke, 1993). 
 
3.2.3.3 Neogene basin system 
Neogene basins superimposing the Palaeogene basin system are considered to have formed in 
two rifting phases during the Miocene (Fodor et al., 1999; Huismans et al., 2001).  Replacing the 
mainly NW-SE and N-S trending compression of late Oligocene-early Miocene times (Huismans et 
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al., 2001), NE-SW to ENE-WSW oriented tension and strike-slip tectonics, leading to the formation 
of pull-apart basins, marked the first phase of extension (Fodor et al., 1999).  According to 
Huismans et al. (2001), the first phase of rifting took place between 17.5 and 14Ma.  Later these 
forces were replaced by E-W and NW-SE trending tensions.  Following a short compressive period, 
extension renewed during late Miocene.  This second stage of rifting is characterised by E-W to 
NW-SE trending tensions and Huismans et al. (2001) place it between 11.5 and 8?Ma. 
The most active periods of extension coincide with those of igneous activity, implying a close 
relationship between the two events.  Tectonic grabens, separated by well-defined, NE-SW, NW-SE 
and N-S trending fault systems accommodate the voluminous igneous material of the Miocene, and 
are described form all areas of the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  The volcanic 
edifices of the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. are built up in a 2-3000m deep, N-S trending tectonic depression 
(Gyarmati, 2002).  Széky-Fux et al. (2007) distinguishes two major, NE-SW oriented tectonic 
zones at the NE part of the Great Plain: the Darnó-Upper Tisza and Mecsek-North Plain zones.  The 
latter is subdivided into Nyíregyháza and Szolnok-Máramaros subzones.  Transcarpathia is 
characterised by a NW-SE trending depression (e.g. Pécskay et al., 2000; Gönczy, 2006).  Thus the 
distribution of igneous material and arrangement of identified volcanic centres along such NE-SW, 
NW-SE and N-S trending volcanotectonic zones have long been considered important in the 
magmatic development of the area (e.g., Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Gyarmati, 2002; Zelenka et al., 
2004; Gönczy, 2006; Széky-Fux et al., 2007). 
 
3.3 Volcanic geology 
The development of igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region is 
summarised in Table 2.  The earliest magmas, erupting on various Precambrian-Palaeogene 
basements, are from the Eggenburgian (22-20Ma) in all areas (Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Zelenka et al., 
2004; Gönczy, 2006) except for the Tokaj-Slanske Mts.  The latest rocks are from around 10.5 Ma 
in the Great Plain (Zelenka et al., 2004) and from around 9 Ma in the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. (Gyarmati, 
2002) and Transcarpathia (Pécskay et al., 2000).  Igneous material covers the whole range of the 
calc-alkaline series (e.g. Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al. 2001; Gyarmati, 2002; Széky-Fux et 
al., 2007), but alkali basalts of late Miocene-Pleistocene age or shoshonites, widely described from 
other parts of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region have not been reported from the NE part. 
The earliest products of igneous activity in the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. date back to the Badenian 
(16.5-13.6Ma) times (Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Gyarmati, 2002).  Following the formation of 
rhyodacite ignimbrite and felsic tuff sequences, andesitic and basaltic andesitic lava flows and dykes 
signalled the beginning of the activity.  This magmatism is considered to have taken place under 
subaqueous conditions on a continuously subsiding basement but igneous products of this age only 
crop out at the NE part of the mountain range.  (At other places they are buried by subsequent 
volcanic or sedimentary sequences.)  Partly subaqueous, partly subareal activity characterised the 
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next stages of igneous activity.  They started with the eruption of large-scale rhyolitic and 
rhyodacitic tuff flows and falls.  These products are often intercalated with shallow marine 
sediments revealing about the environment in which they accumulated.  Following the outbreak of 
felsic material, subareal intermediate volcanism (formation of lava flows and stratovolcanoes) 
characterised the central and northern part of the mountain range (Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Pécskay 
and Molnár, 2002).  The formation of subvolcanic structures was also common.  The final stages 
of activity were dominated by alternating eruptions of felsic and intermediate igneous products: the 
rhyolitic pyroclastic sequences are covered by large-scale andesitic lava flows, which are partly 
overlain by rhyolitic-rhyodacitic pyroclastic layers and lava domes.  Subsequent andesitic lava 
flows cover parts of these felsic layers.  Finally, the formation of an olivine basaltic lava flow, 
penetrated by a borehole at the SE part of the mountain range marked the end of igneous activity 
around 9.4Ma (Gyarmati, 2002).  The arrangement of eruption centres and the distribution of 
igneous material either follow the general N-S direction of the mountain range or are connected to 
NW-SE or NE-SW striking faults systems. 
The development of igneous activity at the NE part of the Great Plain is summarised on the 
basis of various geological (borehole), geophysical and geochemical data according to Zelenka et al. 
(2004).  The earliest igneous products are rhyolite tuff levels of Eggenburgian age (22-20Ma), 
“clearly related to tectonic lineaments” (Zelenka et al., 2004).  From the Karpathian (17.5-16.5Ma) 
dacitic tuff and welded tuff together with rhyodacitic and andesitic tuff deposits have been described.  
The most extensive period of activity was in the Badenian (16.5-13.6Ma) resulting in the formation 
of 300-1200m thick andesitic stratovolcanic sequences, rhyolitic and dacitic tuff flows and 
subaqueous volcaniclastic deposits (Széky-Fux et al., 2007).  The sequence of eruptive rocks in a 
volcanic centre near the eastern border of Hungary is “nearly 3000m thick, containing a succession 
of Badenian to latest Sarmatian (13.6-11.6Ma) rhyolitic, andesitic and dacitic lavas and pyroclasts”, 
“formed in a NW-SE oriented, 10km wide tectonic graben” (Zelenka et al., 2004).  The final stages 
of activity are characterised by 150-1000m thick rhyolitic, rhyodacitic sequences of lava and tuff 
flows, deposited in “three WSW-ENE oriented 10 to 15km wide grabens of volcano-tectonic origin” 
(Zelenka et al., 2004).  Subaqueous tuff flows have been described from intergraben areas.  The 
latest product of igneous activity is pyroxene dacite lava from 10.5Ma. 
Magmatic development in Transcarpathia is connected to the formation of NW-SE and NE-SW 
striking fault systems (Gönczy, 2006).  Following the accumulation of fine-grained rhyolitic 
volcaniclastics at NW Transcarpathia in the Eggenburgian (22-20Ma) (Kaliciak and Zec, 1995), 
rhyolitic and some dacitic tuff layers were formed (Gönczy, 2006), but the most extensive period of 
activity is confined to the Badenian (16.5-13.6Ma).  Eruption products include lava flows and tuffs, 
from rhyolitic to basaltic andesitic in composition.  Andesitic and gabbro-diorite dykes have also 
been described (Gönczy, 2006).  Kaliciak and Zec (1995) mention subaqueous conditions for 
igneous activity at the NW part of Transcarpathia.  The Sarmatian (13.6-11.6Ma) is introduced by 
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the accumulation of rhyolitic and rhyodacitic ignimbrite and tuff layers but basaltic andesitic and 
andesitic lava flows, intrusions and tuff layers dominate most of the period.  The latest volcanics 
are represented by an andesitic lava flow from 9.1Ma (Pécskay et al., 2000). 
 From the above description, general characteristics of igneous activity at the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region can be summarised as follows.  (1) It started in the early Miocene 
and ceased around 9Ma, with a peak of activity in the Badenian (16.5-13.6Ma), (2) the distribution 
of volcanic material and arrangement of eruption centres are connected to well-defined fault systems, 
and (3) igneous rocks include a wide range of felsic pyroclastic material, lava flows from rhyolite to 
basalt in composition and various intrusions, thus the area providing an excellent basis for 
geochemical considerations. 
 
 
4. GEOCHEMICAL DATA 
 
4.1 Sample description 
From the around 80 samples collected at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, 46 
were selected for geochemical analyses.  32 are from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. (a basaltic andesite, 
12 andesites, 9 dacites and 10 rhyolites), 10 are boring cores from the Great Plain (a basaltic andesite, 
2 andesites, 3 dacites and 4 rhyolites), and 4 are from Transcarpathia (3 dacites and a rhyolite).  Out 
of these samples, 20 were analysed for trace element, including rare earth element (REE) 
compositions.  Their spatial division is as follows.  13 samples are from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. (a 
basaltic andesite, 6 andesites, 3 dacites and 3 rhyolites), 5 are from the Great Plain (a basaltic 
andesite, an andesite, a dacite and 2 rhyolites) and 2 are from Transcarpathia (a dacite and a rhyolite).  
Available K-Ar age data restrict rock ages within 14.3 and 10.3 Ma (Pécskay et al., 1986; 2000; 
Zelenka et al., 2004; Széky-Fux et al., 2007). 
In order to balance the uneven spatial distribution of the samples and to be able to examine 
geochemical variations during a longer period of activity, data gained in this study were plotted 
together with previously published values (Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et 
al., 2001; 2004).  The newly gained and previously published results together thus cover the 
complete spectrum of the calc-alkaline series (Fig. 10) and provide information about geochemical 
characteristics of igneous rocks from 14.3 to 9.4 Ma (age data from Pécskay et al., 1986; 2000; 
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004; Zelenka et al., 2004; Széky-Fux et al., 2007). 
Finally, for comparative reasons, 5 alkali basaltic samples of late Miocene-Pleistocene age were 
also analysed in this study, even if no alkali basaltic outcrops of late Miocene-Pleistocene age have 
been found at research area, and consequently all of them are from other parts of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region. 
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4.2 Analytical methods 
Geochemical analyses were performed at the Geological Survey of Japan, AIST (National 
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology).  Major element compositions were 
determined by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) following the method of Togashi (1989) and trace 
element (including REE) compositions by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry 
(ICP-MS) following the method of Eggins et al. (1997). 
The preparation for major element analysis involved the cleaning and pulverising of rock chips 
and fusing of glass beads (Fig. 11).  Soaked and ultrasonically cleaned in distilled water for several 
days in order to remove any exterior contamination, the rock chips were crushed and pulverised in 
an iron mortar, an agate mill and in an automated agate mortar.  The loss on ignition (LOI) values 
were determined by heating samples on 1000ºC for two hours and measuring their final weights.  
Subsamples of 0.5 g were then mixed with lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) in the ratio of 1:10 and 
fused into glass beads in a platinic bowl.  The glass beads were analysed on a Philips PW1404 
spectrometer.  “External error and accuracy are generally <2%, but Na could have as much as c. 7% 
error depending on the surface condition of the glass beads” (Ishizuka et al., 2009). 
Trace element and REE concentrations were determined by ICP-MS on a VG Platform 
instrument.  The first steps of preparation (cleaning and pulverising of rock chips) were the same as 
those for major element analysis, but other methods completely differed.  Rock powders were 
heated on 900 ºC for two hours in order to achieve complete dissolution in acids, except for samples 
T32 and T6a that dissolved immediately and were consequently not ignited.  Further preparation is 
summarised as follows according to Ishizuka et al. (2009).  “About 100mg of powder from each 
sample was dissolved in a HF-HNO3 mixture (5:1) using screw-top Teflon beakers.  After 
evaporation to dryness, the residues were re-dissolved with 2% HNO3 prior to analysis.  In and Re 
were used as internal standards, while JB2 and JB1a solutions with similar level of dilution to the 
samples were used as external standards during ICP-MS measurements.  Instrument calibration was 
performed using 5-6 calibration solutions made from international rock standard materials.  
Reproducibility is generally better than ±4% (2 s.d.) for the REE, and better than ±6% (2 s.d.) for 
other elements except those with very low concentration and Ni. … Detection limits vary from 
element to element, but for elements with low concentrations such as REE and Ta typically fall 
within a range from 0.2 to 2 pg g−1.” 
Published major element concentrations were all determined by XRF, except for those of 
Kaliciak and Zec (1995) that were analysed by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS).  
Published trace element concentrations were analysed by XRF, REE by Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES).  La, Ce and Nd values in Seghedi et al. (2001; 2004) 
were also measured by XRF. 
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4.3 Results 
 
4.3.1 Phenochryst assemblages 
Phenochryst assemblages of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region show similar tendencies with local differences (Table 3, Fig. 12).  Basaltic andesites (2 
samples) contain plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and titaniferous minerals.  Sample T49 
also includes altered phenochrysts of olivine.  Andesites (14 samples) are characterised by the same 
trends, although some include amphibole, biotite or quartz in subordinate quantity.  Many andesitic 
samples contain glomeroporhyritic structures of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene and zoning of 
plagioclase is common.  Most dacites (15 samples) include titaniferous minerals, plagioclase, 
clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene with or without amphibole, biotite and quartz.  Rhyolites (15 
samples) are characterised mainly by plagioclase with or without amphibole, biotite and quartz.  
Some include titaniferous minerals and altered crystals of orthopyroxene.  Spherulitic structures are 
also commonly observed. 
Published data on mineral assemblage of igneous rocks further mention phenochryst phases of 
K-feldspar and apatite (Downes et al., 1995). 
 
4.3.2 Alteration 
Although special care was paid to use only fresh samples, some level of alteration, especially in 
the case of boring cores was inevitable.  Loss on ignition values range from 0.4 to 3 wt. %, with 
three samples (two rhyolite tuffs and a dacite subvolcanic rock) surpassing these values. 
 
4.3.3 Major element compositions 
Indicating both newly gained and published data, Figure 13 summarises the major element 
compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  The data set 
covers the whole spectrum of the calc-alkaline series ranging from basalts (SiO2 = 49.74 wt.%) to 
rhyolites (SiO2 = 78.94 wt.%), including some alkali-rich variations (Fig. 10, Table 4).  Revealing 
no spatial differences among the three areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain and Transcarpathia), 
FeO*, MnO and CaO compositions reflect a continuously decreasing, linear, TiO2 and Al2O3 
compositions a somewhat scattered, but on the whole decreasing pattern with growing SiO2 contents.  
MgO values display some curvature in their generally decreasing trend, whereas Na2O and K2O 
values show positive correlations with SiO2 contents.  P2O5 values are scattered but decrease with 
growing SiO2 contents.  Variations of major element compositions are the most conspicuous for 
Na2O, P2O5 (and K2O) trends and the greatest differences in the range of each oxide are around 
60-65 SiO2 (wt.%).  MgO/FeO* ratios range between 0.74 and 7.96 and show positive correlation 
with SiO2 contents.  CaO/Al2O3 ratios decrease with decreasing MgO values. 
For comparative reasons, the same data set was plotted together with data on late 
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Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basalts scattered around the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, xenoliths 
(granulites, pyroxenites and spinel lherzolites) described from them, and upper crustal basement 
rocks (Fig. 14).  Since alkali basaltic samples can provide information about the asthenospheric 
(and lithospheric), spinel lherzolites about the lithospheric mantle, and pyroxenites and granulites 
can represent lower crust, such comparisons may reveal about the involvement of different source 
materials in the genesis of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  
However, no alkali basaltic outcrops of late Miocene-Pleistocene age have been found at research 
area (Fig. 15) and consequently these data directly represent other parts of the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region.  Nevertheless we suppose that they can be used to describe various mantle and crustal 
regions at the NE part as well.  Their mineralogical characteristics are summarised in Table 5. 
Alkali basalts include ol ± opx ± cpx ± mt ± neph with pl, cpx, mt ± il ± kfps ± neph ± gl ± bt ± 
hbl ± haü in their groundmass (Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a).  Spinel lherzolites are composed of ol, 
cpx, opx and sp (Downes et al., 1992).  Data on pyroxenites are mainly from Kovács et al. (2004), 
who have described Type II xenoliths from the Carpathian-Pannonian Region as bearing cpx ± ol ± 
sp ± pl ± amph ± mic.  In addition, data on two garnet pyroxenites (gnt, cpx), published by 
Embey-Isztin et al. (2003) were also included.  Granulites are divided into two groups by 
Embey-Isztin et al. (2003): metaigneous and metasedimentary.  Metaigneous granulites include 
garnet-bearing (gnt, cpx, pl ± amph) and garnet-free granulites (cpx, pl ± amph).  Metasedimentary 
granulites are composed of gnt, pl ± bt ± il ± sp ± opx ± qtz ± graph.  Granulites by Kempton et al. 
(1997) include cpx, pl ± opx ± amph ± mt ± il ± sph ± sp ± gl ± gnt ± calc ± rut.  (Abbreviations 
indicate amph=amphibole, bt=biotite, calc=calcite, cpx=clinopyroxene, gl=glass, gnt=garnet, 
graph=graphite, haü=haüyne, hbl=hornblende, il=ilmenite, kfps=alkali feldspar, mic=mica, 
mt=magnetite, neph=nepheline, ol=olivine, opx=orthopyroxene, pl=plagioclase, qtz=quartz, 
rut=rutile, sp=spinel, sph=sphene.) 
Various views have been published on the formation of alkali basalts and each xenolith type, a 
brief summary is as follows.  Alkali basalts are considered to have generated by the mixing of 
asthenospheric and lithospheric mantle-derived melts (e.g. Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; Embey-Isztin 
and Dobosi, 1997).  Spinel lherzolites represent chemically and isotopically heterogeneous 
lithospheric upper mantle (Downes et al., 1992).  The same authors interpret their formation by the 
mixing of three components: magmas of the protogranular MORB mantle, melts resembling the host 
alkali basalts and a high εSr component.  Pyroxenites are magmatic cumulates “crystallized from 
basaltic melts emplaced within the lithospheric mantle and lower crust, prior to the onset of 
Plio-Pleistocene volcanic activity” (Kovács et al., 2004).  “The protoliths of the meta-igneous 
[granulite] xenoliths had primitive mafic to slightly evolved tholeiitic liquid compositions” 
(Embey-Isztin et al., 2003) and Kempton et al. (1997) interpret their origin as “mixing between 
mafic (tholeiitic) basaltic magmas and lower continental crust”.  Alternatively, Dobosi et al. (2003) 
consider them to be the “metamorphic equivalent of the shallowest levels of the ocean crust where 
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pillow basalts are intimately intercalated with oceanic sediments”. 
Upper crustal basement rocks were expressed by data on (1) various Pre-Cambrian-Ordovician 
metamorphic rocks (gneisses, schists and amphibolites) by Mason et al. (1996) and Gaab et al. 
(2006), (2) granites, granodiorites, tonalites and a gabbro of Carboniferous-Permian age by Kohút et 
al. (1999) and (3) Cretaceous flysch by Mason et al. (1996).  However, since no data was available 
on basement rocks of the research area, these directly represent other parts of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  Nevertheless, they can be related to the NE part as well, since most 
of them belong to the same nappe systems that characterise the area of research. 
Major element compositions of alkali basalts, various xenoliths, upper crustal basement rocks 
and igneous rocks of research area are summarised in Figure 14.  The alkali basalts are 
distinguished by their relatively high Na2O, K2O and P2O5 concentrations, otherwise they partly 
overlap with granulitic values (TiO2, Al2O3, MnO, MgO trends).  Their FeO* and CaO contents are 
somewhat lower than those of granulites.  Spinel lherzolites are characterised by extremely low 
TiO2, Na2O, K2O and P2O5 concentrations, low Al2O3, FeO*, MnO and CaO and high MgO values.  
Pyroxenites show high MgO and CaO, and extremely low K2O contents.  TiO2, Al2O3 and Na2O 
values are somewhat lower than those of alkali basalts, FeO* and MnO contents partly overlap with 
those of other xenoliths and alkali basalts.  Granulitic values partly plot together with those of 
alkali basalts for TiO2, Al2O3, FeO*, MnO, MgO but show higher CaO and lower Na2O, K2O and 
P2O5 concentrations.  Among all xenoliths and alkali basalts, granulites have the highest FeO* 
concentrations.  Upper crustal basement rocks generally plot together with igneous rocks of 
research area.  However, the scattered patterns of their Na2O, K2O and partly CaO and P2O5 values 
are conspicuous. 
In general, igneous rocks of research area plot between data on alkali basalts and various 
xenoliths on the one side and upper crustal basement rocks on the other.  The most remarkable 
feature of their bulk chemical characteristics is that while felsic rocks tend to overlap with upper 
crustal values, major (and trace, section 4.3.4) element compositions of a basaltic sample (T134 from 
the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. published by Downes et al., 1995) tend to plot together with alkali basaltic 
values.  This basaltic sample belongs to the calc-alkaline rock series (Fig. 10), as opposed to the 
other basaltic sample (UA34 from Transcarpathia published by Seghedi et al., 2001) that reveals 
tholeiitic characteristics. 
 
4.3.4 Trace element compositions 
Trace element compositions and trace element ratios of igneous rocks from the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region are plotted to Harker diagrams in Figures 16 and 17.  Examined 
trace elements include both LIL (Large Ion Lithophile, namely, Sr, Rb, Ba) and HFS (High Field 
Strength, namely, Th, Nb, Ce, Zr, Y) elements and element ratios, and igneous rocks from all three 
areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain and Transcarpathia) of the NE part of the 
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Carpathian-Pannonian Region show similar variations in most of these (Table 6).  LIL elements (Rb, 
Ba), Th and Ce correlate positively with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents except for Sr, which shows a 
negative trend.  No clear variations can be observed for Y, Sm and Yb values or Ba/La ratios.  
Ba/Sr ratios correlate positively, Sr/Yb ratios negatively with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents. 
Although no significant spatial differences can be recognised for most elements, Nb and Zr 
trends of the three areas do differ.  Data on these elements scatter, but while Transcarpathian rocks 
reveal a general increase with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents, samples from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
(and Great Plain) show flat or even increasing trends until around 65 SiO2 (wt.%), then a decrease 
for higher SiO2 (wt.%) values.  No distinct trends can be recognised, however, for Nb/Zr ratios.  
Also, even if Sm and Yb values scatter, igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. reveal greater 
variations in the range of these elements with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents.  La/Yb ratios increase 
with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents in Transcarpathian rocks and rocks from the Great Plain, whereas 
samples from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. do not show any significant changes. 
In Figure 18, the trace element data set is plotted together with data on alkali basalts, xenoliths 
and upper crustal rocks.  Extremely high Sr, Ba, Nb, Ce and Zr contents can be observed for alkali 
basalts.  These rocks are also enriched in trace elements of Rb, Th and Sm and element ratios of 
La/Yb and Sr/Yb are also high compared to xenolithic values.  Nb/Zr and K/Rb ratios vary on a 
large scale.  Spinel lherzolites are depleted in most trace elements but show relatively high Nb/Zr, 
Ba/Sr and K/Rb ratios.  The trace element concentrations of pyroxenites partly overlap with 
granulitic values for all elements except for Sr and Ba, for which they reveal somewhat higher 
concentrations than granulites.  Low Yb contents and K/Rb ratios further characterise pyroxenites 
and their La/Yb and Sr/Yb ratios are also somewhat higher than those of granulites.  Granulites 
reveal relatively low concentrations for most trace elements and element ratios, except for Y and Yb 
and K/Rb ratios.  The latter vary on a relatively large scale.  Ba/La ratios partly overlap with those 
of alkali basalts but granulitic values show larger variations.  Sr, Rb, Ba, Th and Ce contents of 
upper crustal basement rocks range in a wide scale.  Th, Nb, Zr and Sm values partly overlap with, 
some Y and Yb contents show somewhat lower values than those of igneous rocks from research 
area.  Scattered patterns characterise most trace element ratios. 
Trace element data on igneous rocks from the research area plot between those of alkali basalts 
and various xenoliths on the one side, and upper crustal basement rocks on the other.  Data on felsic 
rocks tend to plot together with those of upper crustal basement rocks, and data on the basaltic 
sample from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. either overlaps with or plots near alkali basaltic values.  The 
basaltic sample of Transcarpathia generally shows lower values for most trace elements and element 
ratios than that of the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
Divided according to SiO2 (wt.%) contents, MORB-normalised trace element compositions of 
igneous rocks from the area of research are plotted to spider diagrams in Figure 19.  In general, 
samples show enrichment in most LIL and depletion in most HFS elements, except for Th, Nb and 
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Ce.  Sr contents of rhyolites are depleted relative to MORB.  P, Zr and Sm values can show 
enrichment, especially in the case of less evolved samples.  Trenches on the diagrams can be 
observed at Sr, Ba, Nb, P and Ti contents. 
The chondrite-normalised REE concentrations of the igneous rocks are indicated according to 
both SiO2 (wt.%) contents and locations of the samples (Fig. 20, Table 7).  The figures reveal a 
larger scale of variation for LREE (Light Rare Earth Element) (LaCHONDRITE: 38.39-182.58) as 
opposed to HREE (Heavy Rare Earth Element) (LuCHONDRITE: 6.5-24.39) compositions, and a 
general negative Eu anomaly can also be observed.  The basaltic samples show the lowest LREE 
and relatively high HREE values.  The Eu anomaly is getting more accentuated with growing SiO2 
(wt.%) contents, and is especially conspicuous in rhyolitic samples.  Spatial differences, however, 
are difficult to recognise as a result of the significant overlaps in the data set.  Subtle distinctions 
can only be made on the basis of the scale of variations.  The LREE and HREE concentrations of 
igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. plot within the range of La(CHOND)=69.62-161.39, 
Yb(CHOND)=10.87-23.57, those from Transcarpathia into La(CHOND)=38.39-177.21, 
Yb(CHOND)=9.93-22.36 and samples from the Great Plain are within La(CHOND)=80.8-182.58 and 
Yb(CHOND)=16.91-12.28.  Therefore, La(CHOND) values range on the widest scale for Transcarpathian 
rocks, whereas the range of Yb(CHOND) values is the widest for samples from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
 
4.3.5 Isotope compositions 
Published isotope data on the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region are limited (Salters 
et al., 1988; Downes et al., 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001, 2004) but available data plot 143Nd/144Nd 
ratios within a relatively restricted scale (0.5122-0.5126) and 87Sr/86Sr ratios between 0.706-0.714 
(Fig. 21).  Rhyolitic samples reveal the highest 87Sr/86Sr values, and the two basaltic samples with 
the lowest 87Sr/86Sr and relatively high 143Nd/144Nd values plot somewhat separately from the rest of 
the igneous rocks.  These distinct features of the basaltic samples are also conspicuous in figures 
showing isotope data in the function of SiO2 (wt.%) content (Fig. 21). 
Data on alkali basalts, xenoliths and upper crustal rocks have also been indicated in the same 
figure.  The 143Nd/144Nd values of alkali basalts range between 0.5127 and 0.5129, 87Sr/86Sr values 
between 0.703 and 0.705, partly overlapping with those of spinel lherzolites, pyroxenites and 
granultites.  The 143Nd/144Nd ratios of both spinel lherzolites (0.5127-0.5133) and granulites 
(0.512-0.513), however, range within a larger scale than those of alkali basalts.  Some granulitic 
values plot together with data on igneous rocks.  Upper crustal rocks are distinguished by their high 
87Sr/86Sr ratios (0.703-0.87) partly overlapping with, partly exceeding those of igneous rocks. 
 
4.3.6 Geochemical variations with time 
Although igneous activity of research area started around 22Ma, available K-Ar age data 
restrict rock ages between 14.3 and 9.4 Ma (Pécskay et al., 1986; 2000; Salters et al., 1988; Kaliciak 
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and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004; Zelenka et al., 2004; Széky-Fux et al., 2007).  However, 
the exact age of several of the analysed samples are unknown.  Also, since age data were collected 
from published studies, the exact correlation of location, age and geochemical data was sometimes 
impossible and approximation was used instead.  (For example, for rocks where only approximate 
values were published (11.9-9.4Ma), the mean of the given data (10.65Ma) was taken.)  Eruptives 
before 14.3Ma are mainly felsic material as described by published studies (e.g. Kaliciak and Zec, 
1995; Gönczy, 2006; Széky-Fux et al., 2007). 
The temporal variation of major elements show a scattered pattern and it is difficult to 
recognise well-defined trends (Fig. 22).  Igneous rocks with high SiO2 (wt.%) contents, however, 
tend to plot to the earlier stages of activity, whereas the most mafic rock (the basaltic sample from 
the Tokaj-Slanske Mts.) appears at the end (9.4Ma).  No age data was available on the basaltic 
sample from Transcarpathia, but Gönczy (2006) mentions basaltic lava from the end of the activity.  
SiO2, K2O values and FeO*/MgO ratios of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. decrease, 
TiO2, Al2O3, FeO*, MnO, MgO and CaO values increase with the progress of time.  Na2O and P2O5 
values do not show clear trends but the former tends to decrease, the latter increase with younger age 
values.  However, no similar variation trends could be observed for Transcarpathian rocks and 
samples from the Great Plain as a result of the scattered patterns or small number of data. 
For comparative reasons, data on alkali basalts from other parts of the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region have also been plotted in Figure 22.  The earliest alkali basaltic occurrences are from the 
late Miocene (from 11.7Ma, in Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a) and their Al2O3, MnO, MgO, CaO, Na2O 
and K2O values and FeO*/MgO ratios partly overlap with those of igneous rocks from the research 
area.  In addition, the major element trends of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. always 
point towards alkali basaltic values.  Major element concentrations of the earliest eruptives differ 
most from the majority of the alkali basaltic values, but data on the latest (basaltic) sample fall into 
the range of alkali basaltic concentrations.  Al2O3, MnO, Na2O, K2O and P2O5 contents of the latest 
(andesitic) rock from Transcarpathia also plot within the range of alkali basaltic values. 
Well-defined trace element trends in the function of time are difficult to recognise either.  
Igneous rocks form the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. reveal a general increase in Sr values and K/Rb, Sr/Yb 
ratios with the progress of time (Fig. 23).  Rb, Th and less significantly, Ce, Y and Yb values 
decrease, and the scales in which Ba, Nb, Zr, Sm, Y and Yb values and Ba/Sr ratios range also 
decrease with younger age values.  For most trace elements, Transcarpathian rocks scatter within a 
restricted scale and do not reveal any systematic trends.  However, Rb values slightly increase and 
as a consequence, K/Rb ratios decrease with the progress of time.  Also, the ranges of Sr, Ba and 
Nb values and La/Yb ratios slightly decrease with younger age values.  No conclusions can be 
drawn on rocks from the Great Plain as a result of the small number of data. 
For most trace element concentrations, the earliest alkali basalts partly overlap with igneous 
rocks from the research area (Rb, Ba, Th, Ce, Zr, Sm, Y, Yb, Nb/Zr, La/Yb, Ba/Sr, Ba/La trends).  
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Also, trace element trends of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. point towards, the latest 
(basaltic) sample falls into the range of alkali basaltic values for most elements and element ratios.  
Trace element concentrations of Transcarpathian rocks show no discernible patterns in the function 
of time but the latest (andesitic) sample from Transcarpathia plots within the range of alkali basaltic 
values, except for Sr, Sm values and Ba/Sr, Sr/Yb ratios. 
Temporal variations of 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios are indicated in Figure 24.  
Available data plot rhyolitic samples to the earlier stages of igneous activity, whereas the basaltic 
sample (of Tokaj-Slanske Mts.) is limited to the end.  On the other hand, no restrictions can be 
made on basaltic andesites, andesites and dacites as these rocks are widespread through the whole 
activity. 
 
4.3.7 Geochemical variations with space 
Based on major element systematics, it is difficult to make clear distinctions among the three 
areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain and Transcarpathia) of the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region, since all samples tend to show similar trends, varying within a 
similar range.  Some spatial differences in terms of trace element compositions (Nb, Zr contents 
and the slight differences in the range and distribution of REE values; section 4.3.4) can be observed, 
but the general trends are the same in all areas. 
In order to reveal some systematics in the spatial distribution of elements, the least evolved 
samples were selected and plotted along four sections (Fig. 25).  The reason for choosing the least 
evolved samples was to find out about subtle spatial differences in the geochemical character of 
parental magmas with minimising the possible effects of secondary magmageneration processes 
(fractional crystallization and contamination).  Since, however, basaltic magmas erupted only at the 
end of the igneous activity and are represented by only two samples, and data on basaltic andesites 
were also insufficient, andesites (57-63 SiO2 (wt.%) by LeMaitre et al., 1989 in Rollinson, 1993) 
were chosen for subjects of comparison, in the case of which these secondary processes cannot be 
neglected (Table 8).  The possible effects of contamination could not be eliminated, but those of 
fractional crystallization were tried to be avoided by examining element ratios as well, which are 
expected to be unaffected by partial melting or fractional crystallization.  In order to represent the 
data set in an integrated form, values were normalised to the 60 SiO2 (wt.%) median by least square 
fitting (Table 9).  Examined trace elements include both LIL (Sr, K, Rb, Ba) and HFS (Th, Nb, P, 
Zr) elements, with La representing REE.  Trace element ratios include Nb/Zr, Ba/Sr, La/Yb, La/Sm, 
Ba/La and K/Rb. 
The four sections, along which samples were plotted, cut through the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region in NE-SW, NW-SE and N-S directions.  Line A1 is plotted through 
Transcarpathia in NE-SW direction, whereas Line A2 provides a NW-SE section of the same area.  
Similarly, B1 dissects Tokaj-Slanske Mts. in N-S, Line B2 in NW-SE direction.  N-S variations 
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along Line B1, however, actually represent NE-SW differences, since the mountain range rotated in 
a counter-clockwise direction during the Miocene, with larger rotation angles towards the north 
(section 3.2.2). 
Lines A1 and A2 through Transcarpathia (Figs. 26, 27) include andesites from 57.29 to 61.62 
SiO2 (wt.%) (Seghedi et al., 2001).  Their phenochryst assemblages are characterised by 
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and titaniferous minerals (Seghedi et al., 2001) and 
sample ages range between 12.9 and 9.5Ma (Seghedi et al., 2001).  Although age data are 
somewhat scattered in space, the general trends for all igneous rocks from Transcarpathia reveal 
younger eruption ages from north to south and from west to east (e.g. Pécskay et al., 2000), which 
can partly be supported by age data on andesites, too (Fig. 28). 
The spatial correlation of geochemical data is demonstrated by least square regression lines.  
The correlation coefficients display diverse values, but larger concentrations of LIL elements and Th 
near the Carpathians and a general increase of HFS elements towards the basin side characterise 
Line A1.  P scatters but usually behaves as other HFS elements do.  Most of the examined trace 
element ratios increase towards the basin, excluding La/Sm and Ba/La, which display decreasing 
tendencies.  Extreme variations but generally the same systematics can be observed along Line A2, 
too. 
Lines B1 and B2, through the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. (Figs. 29, 30), contain samples with SiO2 
contents ranging from 58.72 to 62.74 wt.% (published data from Downes et al., 1995; Seghedi et al., 
2004).  All of them are two-pyroxene andesites (orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, 
titaniferous minerals), some including quartz and hydrous phases of amphibole or biotite.  
Identified eruption ages are between 12.05 (mean of 13.8-10.3) and 11.6 Ma (Pécskay et al., 1986; 
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2004), but the ages of some samples are unknown.  Spatial 
distribution of all available age data from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. shows that the oldest rocks dissect 
the mountain range in the middle and rock ages become generally younger both north-east and 
south-west of this line.  The youngest rocks are concentrated towards the south and south-east.  
Available age data on andesitic samples alone, however, are scattered and do not support the above 
mentioned trends (Fig. 28). 
The geochemistry of rocks along Line B1 reveals a decrease in Rb, Ba and Th contents together 
with Ba/Sr and Ba/La ratios towards the basin side.  All the other elements and element ratios 
increase with distance from the Carpathians but no clear trends can be observed for P values.  
Variations along Line B2 show an increase in all LIL elements towards north-westwards, except for 
Sr, which is concentrated in south-east.  Clear systematics of Nb, P and Zr values and Nb/Zr and 
K/Rb ratios are difficult to observe, but all of these elements and element ratios seem to slightly 
decrease north-westwards. 
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5. IGNEOUS PETROGENESIS 
 
The geochemical features of igneous rocks are determined mainly by three processes: (1) the 
degree(s) of partial melting of the source material(s), (2) crystallization processes, and (3) the 
involvement of various source materials through magma mixing, assimilation or contamination.  As 
most igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region are somewhat evolved 
samples, direct conclusions on the nature of the source are difficult to draw.  Therefore, in order to 
get a better understanding of magmageneration and differentiation processes, calculations only on 
equilibrium and fractional crystallizations, and on the involvement of various source materials 
through mixing, assimilation or contamination were carried out using the geochemical data of 
igneous rocks from the research area and those of possible source materials (upper crustal basement 
rocks, granulites, pyroxenites, spinel lherzolites and alkali basalts). 
 
5.1 Equilibrium and fractional crystallization 
Since both the phenochryst assemblages and the major and trace element data of calc-alkaline 
igneous rocks form the area of research reveal a continuous trend, the interpretation of their genesis 
by similar differentiation processes seems to be a plausible explanation.  In this respect, the 
decrease of TiO2 and P2O5 concentrations with growing SiO2 (wt.%) contents, or the negative 
anomaly observed at Sr and Eu values can refer to the fractionation of titaniferous minerals, apatite 
and plagioclase, respectively.  In order to examine closer generational relationships, calculations on 
equilibrium and fractional crystallization processes were carried out using the MELTS software 
package by Ghiorso and Sack (1995).  Choosing the sample with the lowest SiO2 (wt.%) content, 
calculations were performed at 2 and 5kbars in water-free conditions and with 0.5% H2O 
involvement.  The sample with the lowest SiO2 (wt.%) content is a basaltic rock (Downes et al., 
1995) formed at the end of the igneous activity.  The 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios of 
basalts, however, are somewhat distinct from the rest of the igneous rocks, making them difficult to 
relate to the same generation processes.  Therefore, the composition of a basaltic andesite (sample 
T49) was taken to describe magma composition prior to differentiation.  Its phenochryst 
assemblage includes olivine (altered in thin section), plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and 
titaniferous minerals.  Its bulk chemical data are SiO2 54.54, TiO2 1.27, Al2O3 17.66, FeO* 8.81, 
MnO 0.18, MgO 3.98, CaO 8.76, Na2O 3.07, K2O 1.47, P2O5 0.22 wt.%, FeO*/MgO ratio 2.21.  
The results of the calculations are summarised in Figure 31.  They show that both equilibrium and 
fractional crystallization trends follow relatively high FeO*/MgO differentiation paths regardless of 
pressure and water conditions, and consequently these cannot explain the major element 
compositions of most igneous rocks. 
Expecting somewhat lower FeO*/MgO differentiation paths, the same calculations were carried 
out using the sample with the lowest FeO*/MgO ratio analysed in this study (sample T15).  It is an 
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andesitic rock with phenochryst assemblage of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and 
titaniferous minerals, and major element composition of SiO2 61.63, TiO2 0.68, Al2O3 15.9, FeO* 
5.9, MnO 0.1, MgO 4.36, CaO 6.72, Na2O 2.39, K2O 2.16, P2O5 0.11 wt.%, FeO*/MgO ratio 1.35.  
Its composition was taken as magma composition prior to differentiation, and crystallization 
processes were calculated.  The results show that crystallization of such a magma source can 
account for the major element trends of most igneous rocks with higher SiO2 (wt.%) contents than 
those of andesites (Fig. 31).  It, however, cannot be considered as parental magma for basaltic and 
basaltic andesitic rocks, for which different generation processes have to be thought of. 
Thus the importance of crystallization processes in the formation of differentiated calc-alkaline 
rocks (some andesites, most dacites and rhyolites) cannot be discarded.  However, neither 
equilibrium, nor fractional crystallization of a single source can explain the generation of all 
andesites and basaltic andesites.  Also, basaltic samples differ significantly from the rest of the 
igneous rocks in their 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope data, implying that the involvement of 
various, isotopically different source materials are to be taken into consideration when accounting 
for the generation and differentiation of calc-alkaline magmas at the area of research. 
 
5.2 Magma mixing, assimilation or contamination 
From the above discussion it can be concluded that the bulk chemical compositions of igneous 
rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region cannot be explained without 
considering the role of various, isotopically different source materials through magma mixing, 
assimilation or contamination.  The involvement of possible source materials in the generation and 
differentiation of magmas at research area was examined using 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope 
data, since isotope ratios are expected to be unaffected by partial melting or crystallization processes.  
Possible source materials include upper and lower crustal materials and magmas of upper mantle and 
alkali basaltic sources.  The upper crustal source material was represented by isotope data of a 
single basement rock described as banded gneiss by Gaab et al. (2006).  Although it was not 
collected from the area of research, it belongs to a nappe system (Veporic unit or Veporicum) that is 
an essential element of the basement also at the NE part.  Its major and trace element compositions 
are indicated in Figures 14 and 16.  Assuming that xenoliths in late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali 
basalts, scattered around in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, can reflect lower crustal and upper 
mantle characteristics of the NE part as well, isotope data on granulites, pryoxenites and spinel 
lherzolites were used to express these source materials.  Lower crustal sources were expressed by 
the average of 35 granulite and 2 pyroxenite xenoliths, since the 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd ratios of 
granulites partly overlap with those of pyroxenites.  The upper mantle was represented by the 
average of 14 spinel lherzolite xenoliths, and the average of 33 alkali basaltic rocks was used to 
describe alkali basaltic magma with a single value (Table 10). 
Isotope data of the above mentioned source materials and igneous rocks from the area of 
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research are plotted in Figure 21.  Most igneous rocks plot together with granulites and upper 
crustal basement rocks, but the basaltic rocks appear closer to the fields of alkali basalts and spinel 
lherzolites (section 4.3.5).  Since isotope data of upper crustal basement rocks either overlap with 
or show higher 87Sr/86Sr and lower 143Nd/144Nd ratios than those of most igneous rocks, the 
involvement of upper crustal material in the genesis of these seems indispensable.  Assuming that 
magmas, generated by the partial melting of spinel lherzoites, granulites and pyroxenites (the isotope 
ratios are not affected by partial melting), and alkali basaltic magma assimilated upper crustal 
material, 2, 3 and 4 member mixing calculations were performed with upper crust as a permanent 
end-member.  Thus, “mixing lines”, revealing about six kinds of magma mixing, assimilation or 
contamination processes were calculated considering the involvement of (1) lower crustal + upper 
crustal, (2) upper mantle + lower crustal + upper crustal, (3) alkali basaltic magma + upper mantle + 
lower crustal + upper crustal, (4) alkali basaltic magma + upper mantle + upper crustal, (5) alkali 
basaltic magma + lower crustal + upper crustal and (6) alkali basaltic magma + upper crustal sources 
(Fig. 32). 
Data on igneous rocks from the area of research are crossed by several of the calculated lines, 
indicating that their formation cannot be explained exclusively.  However, rhyolites are best 
accounted for by the involvement of lower crustal + upper crustal or upper mantle + lower crustal + 
upper crustal sources, and the involvement of alkali basaltic magma in their generation can be ruled 
out.  On the other hand, the generation of basaltic magmas at the area of research are best explained 
with the involvement of alkali basaltic magma + upper crustal or alkali basaltic magma + upper 
mantle + upper crustal or alkali basaltic magma + lower crustal + upper crustal sources.  No 
restrictions can be made, however, on other igneous rocks. 
The above results suggest that the major and trace element trends of the igneous rocks reflect 
the involvement of various source materials more than the effects of crystallization processes.  
Thus the great variations of Na2O, P2O5 (and K2O) values, especially around 60-65 SiO2 (wt.%) as 
described in section 4.3.3, can be explained by the involvement of heterogeneous upper crustal 
(Na2O=0.49-5.65 wt.%, P2O5=0.01-0.34 wt.%, K2O=0.32-5.69 wt.%) and alkali basaltic sources 
(Na2O=2.54-6.76 wt.%, P2O5=0.16-1.55 wt.%, K2O=1.03-3.45 wt.%), both being extremely rich in 
these elements.  Higher LIL element concentrations of more differentiated samples (section 4.3.4) 
are interpreted as the result of extensive involvement of upper crustal materials.  The scattered and 
spatially different patterns of Nb and Zr contents (section 4.3.4) can reflect the different degrees of 
involvement of upper crustal (Nb=3.4-19.65 ppm, Zr=23-316 ppm) and alkali basaltic sources 
(Nb=12.7-168 ppm, Zr=26-513 ppm).  In this respect, the greatest variations of the above 
mentioned oxides and trace elements around 65 SiO2 (wt.%) are explained by the combined effects 
of both upper crustal and alkali basaltic sources, with greater degrees of involvement of upper crustal 
materials for more differentiated, and a possible involvement of alkali basaltic magma for less 
differentiated samples. 
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The differences in Nb and Zr trends may also indicate slightly different magmageneration and 
differentiation processes in space.  The positive correlations of Nb and Zr values with growing SiO2 
(wt.%) contents in the case of igneous rocks from Transcarpathia are considered to reflect mainly the 
degrees of upper crustal assimilation or contamination, whereas variation patterns of the same 
elements in the case of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. (relatively high Nb and Zr values 
even for less evolved rocks) may show not only the degrees of upper crustal assimilation or 
contamination, but also the involvement of alkali basaltic magma in magmagenesis.  However, the 
isotope ratios of the basaltic samples from both areas plot very close and are similarly distinct from 
those of the rest of the igneous rocks, as a consequence of which the involvement of alkali basaltic 
magma even in the generation of igneous rocks from Transcarpathia cannot be excluded.  Its 
volume, however, is considered to be less than that involved in the generation of igneous rocks from 
the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
 
5.3 Depth of magmageneration and differentiation 
Most studies on the temporal development of igneous activity at NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region mention mainly felsic eruptives from the earliest stages of activity 
from all areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain and Transcarpathia).  On the other hand, the only 
basaltic outcropping in the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. is dated to the end (9.4 Ma, Pécskay et al., 1986).  
Also, even there is no K-Ar age data on the basaltic sample from Transcarpathia, Gönczy (2006) 
mentions basaltic magma from the end of the activity.  In order to understand about the depth of 
magmageneration and differentiation processes in the light of the temporal development of the 
activity, the significance of upper crustal source materials and alkali basaltic magma were considered.  
The decrease of SiO2, K2O (and Na2O) (wt.%) contents of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
with younger age values suggests that the influence of upper crustal source materials, responsible for 
the generation of differentiated magmas rich in these oxides, decreased with the progress of time.  
Also, since both major and trace element trends of these igneous rocks point towards, and data on 
the latest basalt fall into the range of alkali basaltic values, the growing degrees of involvement of an 
alkali basaltic source in magmagenesis is concluded.  On the other hand, no such conclusions can 
be drawn on igneous rocks from Transcarpathia or from the Great Plain.  However, the decrease in 
the range of some trace elements in Transcarpathian rocks can reflect a general decrease in the 
number of source materials involved in magmageneration and differentiation, and consequently, a 
change for simpler magmagenetic processes is inferred even for these rocks. 
Upper crust (expressed by a basement rock), lower crust (represented by granulites and 
pyroxenites) and upper mantle (described by spinel lherzolites) reflect gradually deeper regions of 
the lithosphere.  Alkali basaltic magmas are considered to have generated in depths of around 70km 
(Embey-Isztin and Dobosi, 1997), at the transition region of the spinel and garnet stability fields.  
In this respect, the results of mixing calculations together with age data suggest that the source 
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materials involved in the generation and differentiation of igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. 
changed from crustal to mantle regions.  This conclusion is in good accordance with those of 
previous studies inferring a gradual shift in source regions involved in magmagenetic processes, 
from crustal through mixed crustal and mantle to lithospheric ± asthenospheric mantle (e.g. Szabó et 
al., 1992; Nemcok et al., 1998).  It, however, is not supported by available geochemical data on 
igneous rocks from Transcarpathia or from the Great Plain either because the data set does not show 
systematic temporal changes (Transcarpathia), or because the number of data is the limited (Great 
Plain).  Nevertheless, a change for simpler magmageneration and differentiation processes with the 
progress of time can be concluded even for Transcarpathian rocks. 
 
5.4 Involvement of alkali basaltic magma in magmagenesis 
Isotopic calculations have shown that the involvement of upper crustal source materials in the 
formation of rhyolites is essential.  Since, however, it is difficult to generate great volumes of 
crustal melts with normal geothermal gradient, the supply of heat from deeper regions is considered 
to be inevitable.  The possible candidates for providing heat include upper mantle or 
mantle-derived magma and alkali basaltic magma.  Geochemical calculations do not support the 
involvement of alkali basaltic magma in the generation of earlier (felsic) igneous products as a 
material, but it could possibly provide necessary heat for magmageneration by intruding into 
shallower mantle regions.  On the other hand, both major and trace element data suggest, that alkali 
basaltic magmas were directly involved in the formation of the latest, basaltic rock from the 
Tokaj-Slanske Mts. not only as heat source, but also as source material.  In addition, since the 
87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios of the two basaltic samples are similar, some degrees of 
involvement of alkali basaltic magma in the formation of Transcarpathian rocks have also been 
concluded.  The involvement of an alkali basaltic magma source in the generation of basaltic 
magmas at the end of the igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region seems 
to agree well with the general appearance of alkali basaltic rocks in the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region from late Miocene times. 
The above findings indicate, that the claims of Downes et al. (1995) arguing for a common 
mantle source for both calc-alkaline and alkaline rocks of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region cannot 
be directly applied to basaltic andesites, andesites, dacites and rhyolites from the NE part.  The two 
basaltic samples from the research area are, however, isotopically different from the rest of the 
igneous rocks and there is good possibility that they were formed with the involvement of alkali 
basaltic magma sources. 
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6. TECTONIC MODELS 
 
6.1 Previous tectonic models 
Tectonic interpretations of igneous activity in a generally compressive region with extensional 
basins include three mechanisms: (1) mantle plume activities (e.g. Hoernle et al., 1995), (2) plate 
subduction (e.g. Horváth et al., 2006) and (3) lithospheric detachment (Houseman and Gemer, 2007) 
(Fig. 33).  All of these, or the combination of these models have been proposed to the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region, where igneous activity has occurred since late Cretaceous times. 
 
6.1.1 Mantle plume 
Hoernle et al. (1995) proposed a large, sheet-like mantle plume to explain rifting and related 
igneous activity in the Western Mediterranean Region, which has been under regional compression 
since the closure of the Tethys Sea began.  The low-velocity anomaly, detected under western and 
central European regions is considered to be an upper-mantle feature originating from “depths of 
approximately 600-700km (near the base of the transition zone in the upper mantle)” with possibly 
lower temperature characteristics than large hotspots such as Hawaii.  These properties of the 
mantle upwelling feature are thought to be the answer when accounting for the short-lived nature of 
rifting and the small volume of igneous activity in the region. 
Earlier models on the Carpathian-Pannonian Region (e.g. Stegena et al., 1975) considered a 
large-scale mantle plume induced by subduction, responsible for the development of the basin 
system and related igneous activity (active rifting).  Recent geochemical studies (e.g. Embey-Isztin 
and Dobosi, 1997; Embey-Isztin et al., 2001) have also pointed out a plume-related (asthenospheric) 
component in late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basalts. 
Relating the formation of the Carpathian-Pannonian basin system and igneous activity to one 
large-scale mantle plume, however, is difficult to agree with the latest structural findings that 
consider a general compressive tectonic period from late Miocene times following mid Miocene 
rifting (e.g. Fodor et al., 1999) (section 2), as it would indirectly suggest that plume-related alkali 
basaltic activity (late Miocene-Pleistocene) took place under a compressive tectonic period.  The 
scattered distribution of alkali basaltic rocks, or the distribution of other igneous material are also 
difficult to explain with one large-scale mantle upwelling feature, thus the model failing to provide 
an explicit answer to the long-standing debate on the origin of the Carpathian-Pannonian basin 
system and related igneous activity. 
 
6.1.2 Plate subduction 
General compression, the formation of extensional basins and igneous activity can also be 
observed at subduction zones.  Island arc magmatism is thought to be induced by the subduction 
and dehydration of oceanic lithosphere.  In most cases, magmageneration is governed by the 
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gradual breakdown of hydrated metamorphic minerals of the subducted slab and trapped sediments 
when exposed to high pressures and temperatures.  Consequent release of H2O-rich fluids makes 
the overlying hot mantle melt (e.g. Hess, 1989).  Most island arcs are characterised by (a) linear 
volcanic belts of 200-300km wide, (b) deep oceanic trenches along the arcs, (c) a dipping zone of 
seismicity along the Wadati-Benioff zone of the subducting plate, (d) active volcanism overlying 
earthquake foci at the depths of around 100-200km, (e) high heat flow patterns beneath the volcanic 
arc and back arc region, (f) great volumes of calc-alkaline andesites at mature island arcs (e.g. Hess, 
1989; Wilson, 1989) and (g) across-arc variation of elements (e.g. Sakuyama and Nesbitt, 1986; 
Yoshida et al., 1988). 
With details varying author by author, the most accepted current model on the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region explains the development of the basin system and igneous activity 
simply with tectonic processes (passive rifting) (Table 1).  It argues for the (1) detachment and 
eastward escape of a “crustal flake” from the east Alpine terrains towards the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region (“continental escape”), (2) south/south-west/westward subduction of an oceanic/thin 
continental plate resulting in back-arc basin opening and igneous activity, (3) rollback and 
detachment of the subducted slab leading to the (4) upwelling of a mantle plume beneath the basin 
system (e.g. Horváth et al., 2006). 
The central theme of this model (subduction and related island arc magmatism) can 
successfully account for several elements of the igneous activity.  The geochemical character of 
magmas shows close similarities to subduction-related ones (e.g. Nemcok et al., 1998; Harangi, 
2001; Seghedi et al., 2005) and the existence of flysch units in the Carpathians or the present-day 
high heat flow patterns beneath the basin system may also point to previous subduction and back-arc 
basin opening processes. 
The model, however, has difficulties in interpreting some other properties of subduction-related 
magmatism: volcanics on surface do seem to arrange in a linear belt along the Carpathians but large 
volumes of igneous rocks are buried by Quaternary sediments in the basin system several hundreds 
of kilometres away from the presumed subduction front (Fig. 4), which makes them difficult to 
relate to subduction processes.  Information provided by seismic studies is restricted to the present 
and cannot tell if Miocene volcanism overlay earthquake foci and if so, at what depths.  Assuming, 
however, a subducting plate that generates melt at the minimum depths of 100km, and calculating 
necessary plate length for at least 12 million-years of volcanism (taking an average of 45º for 
subduction angle and a minimum of 3 cm/year for subduction speed), a plate of at least 500km long 
is necessary (Fig. 34).  Estimates on the orogenic shortening in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region 
(based on mainly flysch unit reconstructions) range between 150 and 400km (e.g. in Csontos et al., 
1992; Ellouz and Roca, 1994; Behrmann et al., 2000) (Table 11), even the largest values of which 
fall below the calculated necessary plate length.  Finally, across-arc variations of trace element 
concentrations do not show the general systematics observed at most mature island arcs either.  
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According to the above described model of plate subduction, spatial variation of trace element 
concentrations in igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region should reflect 
a general increase in incompatible elements of K, Rb, Th, Pb, La and La/Yb, Rb/Sr ratios, a slight 
increase in P, Sr, Ba, Zr, Nb and Nb/Zr, Ba/Sr ratios, and a decrease in K/Rb and Ba/La ratios along 
Lines A1 and B1, from the assumed volcanic front (volcanics closest to the present-day flysch units 
of the Carpathians) into the back-arc basin (Great Plain), as described by studies on the Northeast 
Japan Arc (e.g. Sakuyama and Nesbitt, 1986; Yoshida et al., 1988).  The reason for trace element 
variations at mature island arcs is considered to be the different degrees of partial melting of the 
asthenospheric mantle induced by the dehydration of the subducting slab.  The favourable 
conditions for mineral breakdown combined with high mantle temperatures induce larger degrees of 
partial melting beneath the volcanic front as opposed to the back-arc region (Tatsumi, 1995).  
Comparing trace element variations of the research area with the general picture observed at mature 
island arcs, however, great differences are conspicuous.  Changes along Line A1 show reverse 
systematics for most LIL elements, and Line B1 through Tokaj-Slanske Mts. does not show the 
general tendencies either.  A possible explanation for these phenomena is that they are the 
exceptions for the general rule.  As the examined rocks are andesites, as opposed to basalts and 
basaltic andesites studied at the Northeast Japan Arc, trace element variations might also reflect the 
varying degrees of crustal contamination, instead of revealing about the source.  Seghedi et al. 
(2001), indeed interpret higher LIL element concentrations near the assumed volcanic front in 
Transcarpathia as the outcome of more extensive upper crustal contamination because of more 
compressive tectonic regimes towards the Carpathians.  This may be a plausible explanation but 
having all the above mentioned weaknesses, the model of plate subduction may not be the 
appropriate way to explain the development of the Carpathian-Pannoninan basin system and related 
igneous activity. 
 
6.1.3 Lithospheric detachment 
Lithospheric detachment has also been proposed as a mechanism for igneous activity at 
convergent tectonic settings with extensional basins.  The process, which may result in the 
formation of magmas geochemically similar to those at subduction zones, is defined as “the 
foundering of dense lithosphere into less dense asthenosphere” (Kay and Kay, 1993).  It is based on 
density inversion of the lithosphere as opposed to the underlying asthenosphere induced by thermal, 
compositional or phase changes (Kay and Kay, 1993). 
Modelling by England and Houseman (1989) has shown that a critical amount of shortening in 
compressive regions can cool and densify the lithosphere leading to lithospheric instability and 
subsequent detachment.  Houseman and Gemmer (2007) carried out numerical experiments on the 
Alpine-Carpathian-Pannonian System and concluded that gravitational spreading of an anomalously 
thickened crust can trigger gravitational instability, lithospheric extension and downwelling, as a 
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result of which asthenospheric upwelling occurs.  Although these experiments neglected the coeval 
thickening of the lithospheric mantle, the authors also put forward the detachment of a thickened 
mantle root, if present. 
Two mechanisms have been proposed for lithospheric detachment.  The original idea 
(delamination), introduced by Bird (1979) to explain volcanism in the Basin and Range region, 
western United States, presupposes (α) higher density of cooler lithosphere as opposed to hotter 
asthenosphere and (β) a structural flaw (usually a fault) through the lithosphere.  The dense 
lithosphere may delaminate along this rupture creating a mantle wedge similar to those observed at 
subduction zones and allowing hot asthenospheric material to rise.  Although Bird (1979) proposed 
detachment along the Mohorovicic discontinuity, Kay and Kay (1991) also pointed out the possible 
delamination of the lower crust.  The other mechanism (extensional collapse) was proposed by 
Houseman et al. (1981) and England and Houseman (1989), who considered detachment within the 
lithosphere brought about by convective removal.  Regardless of the particular mechanism, 
however, the common effects of lithospheric detachment are (i) post-orogenic extension, (ii) regional 
uplift and stress change, (iii) igneous activity with magmas compositionally similar to 
subduction-related ones, (iv) a change from crustal to mantle-derived magmatism, (v) elevated heat 
flow and (vi) subcrustal seismicity (e.g. Bird, 1979; Kay and Kay, 1993).  Direct observational 
opportunities, however, are limited due to the relatively short period of time (some millions of years, 
e.g. Bird, 1991) in which the process takes place (Kay and Kay, 1993). 
Extensional collapse as a trigger for igneous activity in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region has 
been proposed by many authors (e.g. Dewey, 1988).  Houseman and Gemmer (2007) introduced the 
model of gravitational spreading induced by crustal overthickening, which can explicitly account for 
the igneous activity without facing the problems of the model of subduction.  From a geochemical 
point of view, however, one large-scale asthenospheric upwelling in the middle of the basin should 
result in greater alkali basaltic activity within the basin, which is not consistent with the small 
volume and scattered occurrence of alkali basaltic rocks in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  
Another concern is that one large-scale detachment cannot account for the distribution of igneous 
rocks along well-defined tectonic lines either. 
 
6.1.4 Local magmageneration 
The importance of fault systematics in the generation and eruption of magmas has been pointed 
out by Kozák et al. (2001).  Considering the distribution of volcanics and arrangement of eruption 
centres with strict connection to faults, they proposed that magmas were generated by 
decompression melting around the Mohorovicic discontinuity due to continuous upthrusting 
movements, and reached the surface by strike-slip tectonics (Fig. 35).  This model is in full 
accordance with both the spatial and temporal distribution, and the geochemical character of 
magmas.  Its only concern is that decompression alone may not be sufficient for the generation of 
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large volumes of magmas. 
 
6.2 An alternative model 
All of the above-mentioned models having their shortcomings, the question arises what model 
can explain igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, where magmatism 
was active from 22 to 9Ma with a peak of activity in the Badenian (16.5-13.6Ma); the distribution of 
volcanic material and arrangement of eruption centres are connected to well-defined fault systems; 
igneous rocks cover a wide spectrum of the calc-alkaline series, felsic materials dominating the 
earlier stages of activity, while mafic rocks are restricted to the end; the involvement of various 
source materials through magma mixing, assimilation or contamination are considered to be more 
important in magmagenetic and differentiation processes than the effects of crystallization; the 
depths of magmageneration changed from crustal to mantle source regions for igneous rocks from 
the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., and a shift from more complex to simpler source materials can be inferred 
even for Transcarpathian rocks; and the involvement of an alkali basaltic magma source in the 
formation of calc-alkaline rocks could also be detected. 
Assuming that delamination took place behind the processes proposed by Kozák et al. (2001) 
may account for all the above mentioned features of igneous activity.  Induced by the 
overthickening of the crust (and lithosphere) in a compressive tectonic region, the delamination of a 
lithospheric piece (using the terminology of Bird, 1971) creates a wedge in the lithosphere, into 
which hot asthenospheric material can rise.  The heat provided by the upwelling asthenospheric 
material and the decompression effects of the process (section 6.1.3) make upper lithospheric source 
regions melt, the magmas of which can further melt and assimilate lower and upper crustal materials 
while ascending to surface.  Channels for ascent are provided by faults penetrating deep into the 
lithosphere, as a result of which, the distribution of igneous rocks on surface is connected to 
well-defined fault systems.  Following the eruption of heavily contaminated, crustal-like magmas, 
less evolved magmas with original, mantle-like characteristics can rise to surface until the process of 
delamination lasts. 
Such a model may account for all the general characteristics of igneous activity: the distribution 
of volcanic material and arrangement of eruption centres along fault systems, the temporal variation 
of elements, the involvement of various source materials in magmageneration and differentiation, the 
change from mainly crustal to mantle sources, and the relevance of alkali basaltic magma in 
magmageneration. 
 
6.2.1 Magmageneration and the direction of delamination 
The geochemical nature of igneous rocks (sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) and the variation patterns of 
elements (sections 4.3.6 and 4.3.7) can reveal about spatial and temporal differences in 
magmageneration and differentiation.  Given that the geochemical characteristics of igneous rocks 
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are determined mainly by the involvement of various source materials through magma mixing, 
assimilation or contamination, as shown in section 5, the spatial distribution of elements in andesitic 
rocks (section 4.3.7) can reflect differences (1) in the source materials involved in magmagenesis 
and differentiation, (2) in the degrees of partial melting or (3) in the degrees of assimilation or 
contamination.  Since LIL elements preferentially concentrate into plagioclase (Sr), K-feldspar (Sr, 
K), biotite (K, Rb, Ba) or amphibole (K), their abundance is principally determined by (upper) 
crustal source materials, rich in these minerals.  On the other hand, HFS elements are common in 
allanite (Th, La), zircon (Zr, Th, Sm), sphene (Nb, La), garnet (Y, Yb, Zr) or magnetite (Nb) and 
therefore are more likely to reflect about the mantle source.  Nb and Zr, however, also commonly 
concentrate into biotite and amphibole as a result of which their abundance can also reflect crustal 
effects. 
In this respect, the general decrease of LIL elements and concurrent increase of HFS elements 
from the Carpathians towards the Great Plain at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region can 
have three possible explanations.  (1) The observed systematics can represent different source 
materials involved in magmagenesis and differentiation.  If this is the case, the generation of 
magmas by melting of lower and upper crustal source materials may explain the higher LIL element 
contents of igneous rocks closer to the Carpathians, whereas magmas of upper mantle should be 
considered for igneous rocks towards the Great Plain.  However, no such restrictions can be made 
on the source material of andesites based on geochemical calculations (section 5.2) and consequently, 
the spatial variation of elements cannot be explained by differences in source materials only. 
Alternatively, (2) spatial variations can reflect differences in the degrees of partial melting: 
larger degrees of melting would result in relatively lower concentrations of trace elements.  
Assuming a similar source material for all andesitic rocks from the area of research would 
necessitate larger degrees of partial melting for the basin side as opposed to the mountainous areas.  
Geochemical calculations, however, indicate that several, heterogeneous source materials were 
involved in magmagenesis and differentiation, as a result of which differences in the degrees of 
partial melting only cannot account for trace element distributions. 
Finally, (3) differences in the degrees of crustal assimilation or contamination may also account 
for the spatial variation of elements.  Such an explanation would suggest growing degrees of crustal 
involvement in magmagenesis and differentiation from the Great Plain towards both the 
Tokaj-Slanske Mts. and Transcarpathia, which is in accordance with the current crustal thickness 
patterns, but alone may not provide and explicit answer for the other characteristics of igneous 
activity (the involvement of heterogeneous source materials, especially alkali basaltic magma in 
magmagenesis) (sections 5.2 and 5.4). 
From the above discussion it has been shown, that neither of these explanations can account for 
the spatial distribution of elements in themselves.  They are, however, not mutually exclusive and 
their synthesis may offer a possible answer with the assumption of delaminating lithospheric pieces.  
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The direction of delamination (using the terminology of Bird, 1971) principally determines magma 
generation and differentiation processes by the formation of a “mantle wedge” within the lithosphere 
(Fig. 36).  Since melting is triggered by the heat of the upwelling asthenosphere and the 
decompression effects of the process, the first melts are generated at lithospheric mantle source 
regions, at the mouth of the forming “mantle wedge”.  The heat of these, lithospheric magmas can 
melt and assimilate lower and upper crustal source materials while ascending to surface, thus the 
involvement of various, heterogeneous source materials can be accounted for. 
With the advance of delamination, further melts are generated even at the tapering regions of 
the “mantle wedge”.  Since, however, melt generation progresses from the mouth to the tapering 
regions of the “mantle wedge”, larger degrees of partial melting are expected at the former as 
opposed to the latter regions.  Given, that upper mantle and lower crustal source materials can be 
described by xenoliths in late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basalts from other parts of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (spinel lherzoites, pyroxenites and granulites), the larger degrees of 
melting of a plagioclase and hydrous minerals-free source material (spinel lherzolite) would result in 
relatively lower concentrations of LIL elements.  The assimilation of lower (and upper) crustal 
materials may significantly change original trace element concentrations, but larger volumes of heat 
provided by larger volumes of melts, would similarly result in larger degrees of melting of 
plagioclase, biotite and amphibole bearing sources (pyroxenite, granulite) at the mouth of the 
“mantle wedge” as opposed to at the tapering regions.  In this respect, the differences in the degrees 
of melting can also possibly have an effect on trace element differences in space. 
Finally, the shape of the “mantle wedge” may also provide an explanation for the differences in 
the degrees of crustal assimilation or contamination.  Since the necessary heat is provided mainly 
by the upwelling asthenosphere, smaller volumes of melts of lithospheric mantle sources are 
generated at the tapering regions of the “mantle wedge”.  Given similar chemical and physical 
properties, smaller volumes of melts are more likely to have longer residence time in crustal magma 
chambers or simply freeze into crustal regions without erupting to surface as opposed to larger 
volumes, thus possibly accounting for larger degrees of crustal assimilation or contamination. 
This model may provide an answer to higher LIL element concentrations towards the 
Carpathians.  The high HFS element concentrations towards the Great Plain are interpreted as the 
effects of the continuously upwelling, fertile asthenospheric material.  Felsic magmas are expected 
to erupt at the earlier stages of activity, since the original, mantle-like characteristics are completely 
obscured by the great degrees of crustal contamination until they cut their way through crustal 
regions.  With the progress of time, however, less evolved magmas can also rise to surface, some 
bearing the imprints of the fertile, asthenospheric material in their geochemical character.  The 
asthenosphere is supposed to be involved in the generation of these not only as heat source, but also 
as material.  Local differences because of mantle and crustal heterogeneities or differences in the 
degrees of assimilation or contamination may naturally occur. 
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Thus the direction of delamination is inferred from the spatial distribution of elements.  
Although clear-cut differences among igneous rocks from the three areas (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great 
Plain and Transcarpathia) are difficult to observe, lower LIL element and higher HFS element 
concentrations from the Carpathians towards the Great Plain, and from north-west towards 
south-east characterise Transcarpathian andesites (section 4.3.7).  Similar changes can be observed 
for andesites from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts.: a general decrease for most LIL elements, except for Sr 
(and K) and a slight increase for most HFS elements from the Carpathians towards the Great Plain, 
and from north-west towards south-east.  These systematics may be consistent with south-east 
(Tokaj-Slanske Mts.) and south-west (Transcarpathia) dipping delaminating pieces.  The larger 
degrees of partial melting of lithospheric source materials, smaller degrees of crustal assimilation or 
contamination and the upwelling asthenospheric material together can account for the lower LIL 
element and somewhat higher HFS element concentrations towards the Great Plain.  On the other 
hand, smaller degrees of melting of both lithospheric and crustal sources, relatively higher degrees of 
crustal assimilation or contamination, and less involvement of asthenospheric material (as a 
substance) are expected towards the Carpathians. 
The high Sr (and K) concentrations of igneous rocks at the southern part of the Tokaj-Slanske 
Mts., however, are somewhat difficult to agree with such a model.  A possible answer for this 
feature may be provided by palaeomagnetic data, since the area suffered counter-clockwise rotation 
during the Miocene with a possible turning point at the south (section 3.2.2).  This may account for 
higher Sr (and K) concentrations by either resulting in larger degrees of assimilation of Sr and K-rich 
upper crustal material or by retaining the fractionation of plagioclase (preferentially concentrating 
Sr) and amphibole or K-feldspar (preferentially concentrating K) in upper crustal magma chambers. 
 
6.2.2 Physical properties of delaminating lithospheric pieces (thickness and size) 
Due to the lack of present-day observational possibilities, calculations on the thickness and size 
of a delaminating lithospheric piece involve some hypothetical elements.  Since, however, the 
geochemical variations would be difficult to explain with large- or medium-scale processes, 
small-scale processes are considered instead. 
Knapp et al. (2005) interpret mantle seismicity at the south-eastern corner of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (Vrancea zone) as induced by a currently delaminating continental 
lithosphere.  Taking the range of these earthquake hypocentres and considering the distance of 
major faults at the area of research, delaminating lithospheric pieces in the scale of around 50x70km 
are inferred for the NE part.  Thus, one, south-east dipping lihospheric piece is assumed for the 
Tokaj-Slanske Mts., whereas at least two, south-west dipping pieces are considered for 
Transcarpathia (Fig. 37).  The detachment of these latter two is thought to have shifted in time from 
north-west to south-east, accounting for the temporal shift of igneous activity and, by assuming 
greater number of source materials involved in magmagenesis at the adjacent regions of the 
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delaminating lithospheric pieces, the scattered trend of geochemical data in the same direction (Line 
A2). 
The exact thickness of delaminating lithospheric pieces is difficult to tell.  The results of 
geochemical calculations on magma mixing, assimilation and contamination, however, suggest that 
the formation of the less evolved, basaltic rocks are best explained by the involvement of alkali 
basaltic and upper crustal source materials (section 5.2).  Possible alternatives offer the 
involvement of alkali basaltic + upper mantle + upper crustal or alkali basaltic + lower crustal + 
upper crustal sources.  Although Bird (1979) proposed detachment along the Mohorovicic 
discontinuity, Kay and Kay (1991) also pointed out the possible delamination of the lower crust.  
Therefore, the direct interaction of upwelling alkali basaltic magma with lower crustal material 
cannot be excluded as a possible mechanism.  However, Seghedi et al. (2001) claim that higher 
oxygen isotope contents of lower crustal granulites preclude their extensive involvement in the 
generation of igneous rocks from Transcarpathia.  Therefore, even if the involvement of lower 
crustal sources in magma genesis is not excluded, magmas generated by the partial melting of upper 
mantle sources (and later contaminated by crustal materials) may be more important.  This suggests 
that delamination must have taken place within the lithosphere as opposed to around the 
Mohorovicic discontinuity. 
England and Houseman (1989) have shown that the mean temperature increase for 50km of 
asthenosphere replacing the lowermost mantle lithosphere is approximately 300ºC.  Assuming, 
however, even a 30km thick piece, the sufficient heat for initiating and supplying melt for the 
igneous activity in the region seems to be provided.  (The assumption is based on the range of 
hypocentres at the Vrancea zone; Knapp et al., 2005). 
 
6.2.3 Trigger for delamination 
The Carpathian-Pannonian Region has been under NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S compressive 
tectonic forces since the Cretaceous, which led to the formation of overhickened crust (and 
lithosphere) by the Miocene (section 2).  This overthickening (critical amount of shortening) is 
considered to be a prerequisite for lithospheric delamination since it brings about the gravitational 
instability of the mantle lithosphere by compositional, thermal or phase changes (Kay and Kay, 
1993). 
Delamination beneath the imbricated and overthickened crust is assumed to have started where 
compressive forces induced their greatest effect first (the north-easternmost corner of the area, 1 in 
Figure 37).  A direct trigger could be a fault movement resulting in a south-west dipping, 
delaminating lithospheric piece.  The distribution of the earliest eruptives in the north-east corner of 
the research area is consistent with such a process and replacing the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. into their 
original position before rotation may also explain why their earliest igneous rocks are found in the 
middle of the mountain range, striking roughly NW-SE. 
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Subsequent compressive forces could initiate a south-east dipping delaminating piece beneath 
the next most overthickened zone (the southern part of the Tokaj-Slanske Mts.).  As the edge of the 
East European Platform runs in a NW-SE direction in the area, the places of greatest pressures must 
have gradually changed from north to south, from east to west.  The subsequent compressive forces 
from south-east and south-west could cause upthrustings and strike-slip movements (section 2), 
which may have resulted in south-west and south-east dipping pieces of delaminating lithosphere.  
The counter-clockwise rotation of the Tokaj-Slanske Mts. can also be explained by the orientation of 
the compressive forces and that of the continental platform. 
Lithospheric delamination and consequent rise of asthenospheric material could enhance 
different degrees of partial melting in the upper mantle, the melts of which could reach the surface 
while assimilating different degrees of lower and upper crustal materials.  Tectonic faults played an 
important role in the process by providing pathways for magmas to rise.  Finally, rotations and the 
formation of pull-apart basins could have a further effect on magmageneration and differentiation by 
influencing the degree of crustal involvement. 
 
6.2.4 Evidence for delamination 
Although the above described model does include some hypothetical elements, indirect 
evidence is provided by both structural and geochemical data, since both the prerequisites and 
general effects of lithospheric detachment have been described from the NE part of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region. 
 
6.2.4.1 Structural prerequisites 
Structural data suggest that by the Miocene, general compression in the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region brought about crustal shortening in a scale which is too small (e.g. Berhman et al., 2000) for 
the assumption of a subducting plate but large enough for creating overthickened crust and 
lithosphere.  Dislocations around the Mohorovicic discontinuity and in the lithosphere have also 
been described by Posgay et al. (1995), thus the necessary structural preconditions for lithospheric 
detachment seem to have been provided (section 6.1.3). 
 
6.2.4.2 Structural evidence 
Structural effects of lithospheric detachment include post-orogenic extension, regional uplift 
and stress change, elevated heat flow and subcrustal seismicity (e.g. Bird, 1979; Kay and Kay, 1993; 
section 6.1.3).  With local changes of stress directions during the Miocene, the two-phase opening 
of the Carpathian-Pannonian basin system led to the formation of NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S trending 
extensional basins in a basically compressive region (e.g. Fodor et al., 1999; Huismans et al., 2001).  
England and Houseman (1989) have proposed that lithospheric detachment under the Tibetan 
Plateau can explain the change in stress direction from a general north-south compression to 
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east-west extension.  Although the scales are obviously different, the formation of pull-apart basins 
at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region (stress change during the Miocene) and the 
structural inversion between and after the two extensional phases (e.g. Fodor et al., 1999) (section 2) 
may both be interpreted as possible evidence for lithospheric delamination.  The current physical 
characteristics of crust and lithosphere, the high heat flow patterns and sparse seismic activity (e.g. 
Horváth and Bada, 2006) of the area (section 3.2.1) can provide further support. 
 
6.2.4.3 Geochemical evidence 
Geochemical effects of lithospheric detachment include igneous activity with magmas 
compositionally similar to subduction-related ones, and a change from crustal to mantle-derived 
magmatism.  Associated with the opening of the basin system, large-scale igneous activity 
characterised the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region from around 22 to 9Ma.  The 
distribution of igneous rocks and arrangement of eruption centres are consistent with the orientation 
of the fault systems (e.g. Széky-Fux et al., 2007) and rocks cover a wide spectrum of the 
calc-alkaline series.  Geochemical calculations of this study suggest that the involvement of various 
source materials through magma mixing, assimilation or contamination played a more important role 
in magmageneration and differentiation than crystallization of a single source alone.  It has also 
been proposed that the depths of magmageneration changed from crustal to mantle source regions in 
the case of rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., and a shift from more complex to simpler generation 
processes was inferred for even Transcarpathian rocks.  The spatial and temporal distribution of 
igneous rocks is in accordance with a gradually rising asthenospheric mantle and the involvement of 
an alkali basaltic source in magmageneration has also been detected for the latest, basaltic rocks.  
Finally, Embey-Isztin et al. (2001) have described xenoliths in alkali basalts from other parts of the 
Carpathian-Pannonian Region, which may have “originated in a shear zone probably due to uplift of 
hot mantle material into the cooler uppermost mantle”.  Provided that they can be applied to the NE 
part as well, this can be of further evidence. 
 
The model of small-scale lithopheric delamination may provide a possible answer for the 
tectonic background of igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region.  It can 
interpret both the temporal and spatial distribution of igneous rocks.  It has the advantage over the 
most widely accepted model of subduction that it can account for the geochemical properties of 
magmas (similar to those at subduction zones) without facing the spatial problems introduced by the 
assumption of a long, subducting lithosphere.  This model can also possibly account for the heat 
source necessary for magmageneration.  Although the evidence it provides is mainly indirect, this 
synthesis of available structural and geochemical data may offer a better alternative for explaining 
the tectonic processes behind the large-scale Miocene igneous activity of the Carpathian-Pannonian 
Region. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Miocene igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region has been 
examined in the light of geochemical and structural data.  By analysing the geochemical 
characteristics of igneous rocks from the three areas of the NE part (Tokaj-Slanske Mts., Great Plain 
and Transcarpathia), the spatial and temporal distribution of elements, and considering possible 
petrogenetic processes (fractional crystallization, magma mixing, assimilation or contamination), the 
depth of magmageneration and differentiation, and the relevance of alkali basaltic magma in the 
generation of calc-alkaline magmas, it has been concluded that 
(1) igneous activity took place from around 22 to 9Ma with a peak in the Badenian (16.5-13.6Ma), 
(2) the distribution of igneous rocks and arrangement of eruption centres are consistent with the 
NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S trending fault systems, 
(3) igneous rocks cover the whole spectrum of the calc-alkaline series with some alkali-rich 
variations and 
(4) the eruption of felsic magmas dominated the earlier stages of activity in all three areas, whereas 
the most mafic (basaltic) rock formed at the end. 
(5) Systematic spatial differences are difficult to observe among the three areas but a general 
decrease of LIL element concentrations and an increase of HFS element concentrations from the 
Carpathians towards the Great Plain characterise andesitic rocks. 
(6) Crystallization processes in the genesis of differentiated igneous rocks (some andesites, dacites 
and rhyolites) cannot be discarded but crystallization of a single source alone cannot explain the 
geochemical characteristics of all rocks. 
(7) The involvement of various source materials (upper mantle, lower crustal, upper crustal and 
alkali basaltic magma) through magma mixing, assimilation or contamination played an important 
role in the generation and differentiation of magmas and 
(8) the depth of magmageneration changed from crustal to mantle source regions in the case of 
igneous rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts.  Also, a decrease in the number of source materials 
involved in magmageneration and differentiation can be inferred for even Transcarpathian rocks, 
suggesting a possible shift from more complex to simpler processes with the progress of time. 
(9) Further on, alkali basaltic magma may have been involved in the formation of calc-alkaline 
igneous rocks not only as heat source but, in the case of basaltic rocks, also as material. 
Combining geochemical findings with structural data suggests 
(10) that igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region could possibly be 
triggered by the small-scale delamination of south-west and south-east dipping lithospheric pieces.  
As a result of the NW-SE, NE-SW and N-E compression since the Cretaceous, the shortening in the 
area caused significant crustal (and lithospheric) thickening by the Miocene.  The consequent 
gravitational instability led to the delamination of lithospheric pieces and the formation of 
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south-west and south-east dipping wedges within the mantle.  Asthenospheric material, rising into 
these, may have provided necessary heat for upper lithospheric source regions to melt, the magmas 
of which could ascend via fault systems while assimilating lower and upper crustal materials to 
various degrees.  Affecting the degrees of crustal involvement, rotations and the formation of 
pull-apart basins could have a further influence on magmageneration and differentiation processes. 
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Fig. 3 Magmatic development of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region with present-day geological framework (continued)
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Fig. 4 Distribution of igneous rocks in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Data from Dank and Fülöp, 1990; Pécskay et al., 1995; 2006, Császár, 1997;
Fodor et al., 1999; Harangi, 2001
The map of Europe is drawn by Kashmir 3D using the digital data of
Shuttle Radar Tomography Mission (SRTM30).
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Fig. 6 Major faults in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Data from Dank and Fülöp, 1990; Pécskay et al., 1995; 2006; Császár, 1997; Fodor et al., 1999
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Data from Dank and Fülöp, 1990; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Pécskay et al., 1995; 2000; 2006;
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Fig. 10 Classification of igneous rocks at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Total iron expressed as FeO*.
Triangles refer to rocks from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., circles from the Great Plain
and diamonds from Transcarpathia.
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Division of calc-alkaline and tholeiitic series by Irvine and Baragar, 1971 in Rollinson, 1993.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
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Fig. 13 Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Total Fe is expressed as FeO*, oxides are recalculated on a 100% H2O-free basis.
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Fig. 13 Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
(continued)
Fig. 14 Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Total Fe is expressed as FeO*, oxides are recalculated on a 100% H2O-free basis.
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
For comparison, data on alkali basalts, various xenoliths (spinel lherzolites, pyroxenites, granulites)
and basement rocks have also been plotted. The average values of alkali basalts, those of each xenolith
type and a representative of basement rocks (03GA10 by Gaab et al., 2006) are indicated
with St. Andrew's crosses of reverse colours.
Alkali basalts from Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995; this study
Spinel lherzolites from Downes et al., 1992
Pyroxenites from Dobosi et al., 2003; Kovács et al., 2004
Granulites form Kempton et al., 1997; Dobosi et al., 2003
Various metamorphic rocks (Pre-Cambrian-Ordovician) from Mason et al., 1996; Gaab et al., 2006
Hercynian granites (Carboniferous-Permian) from Kohút et al., 1999
Cretaceous flysch from Mason et al., 1996
Fig. 14 Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
(continued)
Fig. 15 Alkali basaltic outcrops in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Data from Dank and Fülöp, 1990; Pécskay et al., 1995; 2006, Császár, 1997;
Fodor et al., 1999; Harangi, 2001
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Fig. 16 Trace element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Solid lines encircle data from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., broken lines data from Transcarpathia.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Fig. 17 Trace element ratios of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Solid lines encircle data from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., broken lines data from Transcarpathia.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Fig. 18 Trace element compositions and trace element ratios of igneous rocks from the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
For comparison, data on alkali basalts, various xenoliths (spinel lherzolites, pyroxenites, granulites)
and basement rocks have also been plotted. The average values of alkali basalts, those of each xenolith
type and a representative of basement rocks (03GA10 by Gaab et al., 2006) are indicated
with St. Andrew's crosses of reverse colours.
Alkali basalts from Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995; this study
Spinel lherzolites from Downes et al., 1992
Pyroxenites from Dobosi et al., 2003; Kovács et al., 2004
Granulites form Kempton et al., 1997; Dobosi et al., 2003
Various metamorphic rocks (Pre-Cambrian-Ordovician) from Mason et al., 1996; Gaab et al., 2006
Hercynian granites (Carboniferous-Permian) from Kohút et al., 1999
Cretaceous flysch from Mason et al., 1996
Fig. 18 Trace element compositions and trace element ratios of igneous rocks from the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (continued)
Fig. 19 MORB-normalised spider diagrams of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
MORB values from Saunders and Tarney, 1984; Sun, 1980; Benvis et al., 1984
Fig. 20 Chondrite-normalized REE compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Chondritic values from McDonough and Sun, 1995
Fig. 21 Isotope contents of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Data from Salters et al., 1988; Seghedi et al., 2001, 2004
For comparison, data on alkali basalts, xenoliths (spinel lherzolites, pyroxenites, granulites) and basement rocks have also been plotted.
The average values of alkali basalts, those of each xenolith type and a representative of basement rocks (03GA10 by Gaab et al., 2006)
are indicated with St. Andrew's crosses of reverse colours.
Alkali basalts from Salters et al., 1988; Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995
Spinel lherzolites from Downes et al., 1992
Pyroxenites from Dobosi et al., 2003
Granulites from Kempton et al., 1997; Dobosi et al., 2003
Various metamorphic rocks (Pre-Cambrian-Ordovician) from Mason et al., 1996; Gaab et al., 2006
Hercynian granites (Carboniferous-Permian) from Kohút et al., 1999
Cretaceous flysch from Mason et al., 1996
Fig. 21 Isotope contents of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region (continued)
Fig. 22 Temporal distribution of major elements at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Solid lines encircle data from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., broken lines data from Transcarpathia.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
For comparison, data on alkali basalts have also been plotted.
Alkali basalts from Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995; this study
Age data from Pécskay et al., 1986; 2000; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004;
Zelenka et al., 2004; Széky-Fux et al., 2007
Fig. 22 Temporal distribution of major elements at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
(continued)
Fig. 22 Temporal distribution of major elements at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
(continued)
Fig. 23 Temporal distribution of trace elements and element ratios at the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Solid lines encircle data from the Tokaj-Slanske Mts., broken lines data from Transcarpathia.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
For comparison, data on alkali basalts have also been plotted.
Alkali basalts from Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995; this study
Age data from Pécskay et al., 1986; 2000; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004;
Széky-Fux et al., 2007
Fig. 23 Temporal distribution of trace elements and element ratios at the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (continued)
Fig. 23 Temporal distribution of trace elements and element ratios at the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (continued)
Fig. 23 Temporal distribution of trace elements and element ratios at the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region (continued)
Fig. 24 Temporal distribution of isotope ratios of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
For comparison, data on alkali basalts have also been plotted.
Data from Salters et al., 1988; Seghedi et al., 2001, 2004
Alkali basalts from Salters et al., 1988; Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995
Age data from Salters et al., 1988; Pécskay et al., 1986; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
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Fig. 25 Location of cross-sections at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Background map is drawn by Kashmir 3D using the digital data of Shuttle Radar
Tomography Mission (SRTM3).
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Fig. 26 Geochemical variations along Line A1 (Data normalised to 60 SiO2 wt.%)
Data from Seghedi et al., 2001
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Fig. 27 Geochemical variations along Line A2 (Data normalised to 60 SiO2 wt.%)
Data from Seghedi et al., 2001
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Fig. 28 Spatial distribution of andesitic age data at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Age data from Pécskay et al., 1986; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
a. Variations along Line A1 b. Variations along Line A2
c. Variations along Line B1 d. Variations along Line B2
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Fig. 29 Geochemical variations along Line B1 (Data normalised to 60 SiO2 wt.%)
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2004
70 km
Fig. 30 Geochemical variations along Line B2 (Data normalised to 60 SiO2 wt.% )
Closed symbols indicate data gained in this study, open symbols are published data.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2004
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Fig. 31 Crystallization calculations using a basaltic andesitic (T49) and an andesitic (T15) sample
from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region, analysed in this study
Fig. 1 Liquid line of descent of T49 at 2kb in a) water-free conditions, b) with 0.5% water involvement
Fig. 2 Liquid line of descent of T49 at 5kb in c) water-free conditions, d) with 0.5% water involvement
Fig. 3 Liquid line of descent of T15 at 2kb in e) water-free conditions, f) with 0.5% water involvement
Fig. 4 Liquid line of descent of T15 at 5kb in g) water-free conditions, h) with 0.5% water involvement
Rectangles show equilibrium, triangles fractional crystallization.
Other symbols indicate igneous rocks of research area. Green triangles stand for basalts, green circles
for basaltic andesites, red triangles for andesites, pink circles for dacites and yellow rectangles for rhyolites.
Published data from Downes et al., 1995; Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
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Fig. 32 Mixing calculations using the isotope data of possible source materials
Figures indicate mixing of 1. LC+UC, 2. M+LC+UC, 3. AB+M+LC+UC, 4. AB+M+UC,
5. AB+LC+UC, 6. AB+UC,
where AB: alkali basaltic magma, LC: lower crust, M: upper mantle, UC: upper crust.
Data from Salters et al., 1988; Seghedi et al., 2001; 2004
Upper crust from Gaab et al., 2006
Lower crust: average of granulites and pyroxenites from Kempton et al., 1997; Dobosi et al., 2003
Upper mantle: average of spinel lherzolites from Downes et al., 1992
Alkali basaltic magma: average of alkali basaltic rocks from Salters et al., 1988;
Embey-Isztin et al., 1993a; b; Dobosi et al., 1995; Downes et al., 1995
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Fig. 33 Simplified sketch of three mechanisms leading to igneous activity at convergent plate settings
associated with extensional basins
1. mantle plume upwelling, 2. plate subduction,
3. lithospheric detachment: a. delamination, b. extensional collapse
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Fig. 34 Simplified sketch for calculating the minimum necessary plate length for the at least 12 million years
of igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
VF: volcanic front; 100km: minimum depth of magma generation at subduction zones;
45°: average angle of subduction; x: necessary plate length for reaching the magma generation depths;
y: necessary plate length for supplying the magmatic activity for at least 12 million years;
minimum speed of subduction: 3cm/year; duration of magmatic activity: 12 million years
Minimum necessary plate length=x+y=100/sin45°+12/0.03=541.4km
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Fig. 35 Tectonic model explaining igneous activity at the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
based on the interpretation of Kozák et al., 2001
1. Continuous upthrusting movements in a compressive region lead to
2. magma generation around the Mohorovicic discontinuity as a result of decompression melting.
3. Magmas ascend via strike-slip faults.
Data from Posgay et al., 1990
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Fig. 36 Simplified sketch showing possible magmageneration and differentiation processes
in the case of lithospheric delamination (a)
For comparison, the model of plate subduction has also been indicated (b).
L: larger degrees of partial melting, S: smaller degrees of partial melting
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Fig. 37 Possible directions of small-scale delamination processes at the NE part of the
Carpathian-Pannonian Region
Background maps is drawn by Kashmir 3D using the digital data of Shuttle Radar
Tomography Mission (SRTM3).
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Póka, 1988 1 acidic alkali basaltic
(mainly ignimbritic)
2 Eggenburgian/Ottnangian boundary-late Sarmatian Pannonian-Quaternary
3 *extensional tectonics
Szabó et al. , 1992 1 mainly acidic alkali basaltic
(tuffs and ignimbrites) 
2 early Miocene Pliocene-Pleistocene
3 *right-lateral displacement along the *upwelling , then cooling asthenospheric dome
  Mid-Hungarian shear zone   (local, individual, small-sized diapiric bodies; 
  compex magma generation processes)
Pécskay et al. , 1995 1 siliceous calc-alkaline alkaline magmatism
(ignimbrites and tuff sheets, (shoshonitic, alkali basaltic, 
reworked tuffs and dome-flow complexes) ultrapotassic, K-trachytic)
2 Miocene Karpatian-Quaternary
3 *back-arc extension
Nemcok et al. , 1998 1 areal acidic (dacitic to rhyolitic) areal andesitic linear zone of basaltic andesite to alkali olivine basalts and nepheline basanites
andesite
hight- to medium-K calc-alkaline hight- to medium-K calc-alkaline
(tuff/ignimbrite sheets, (stratovolcanoes, subvolcanic (stratovolcanoes, mainly (maars, diatremes, cinder/spatter cones, lava flows)
dome/flow complexes at volcanic centres)  intrusive rocks) undifferentiated, extrusive rocks)
2 Eggenburgian-Sarmatian (20-11Ma) Ottnangian-Pontian (19-7Ma) Badenian-Quaternary (16-0Ma) Sarmatian-Quaternary (11-0Ma)
3 *crustal origin of magmas with *subduction-related, mantle-derived *evolved island-arc volcanism *extension in the Carpathian hinterland 
  subordinate mantle component   magmas contaminated by *ascent of mantle-derived magmas
  crustal material   not affected by subduction
*start of extension *asthenospere bulge, extension
Harangi, 2000 1 silicic volcanism alkaline volcanism potassic, ultrapotassic volcanism
2 Miocene middle to late Miocene late Miocene-Quaternary late Miocene-Quaternary Miocene-Pliocene
3 *major block rotations *flat subduction East   - subduction, slab break-off post-extensional *generated as a response to 
*strike-slip tectonic movements   (Palaeogene-early Miocene) South - lithospheric thinning, *upwelling of relatively hot   overall extension
  (early Miocene explosive volcanism) *extensive metasomatism of              partial melting of   EuropeanAsthensphericReservoir-type
*thinning of continental lithosphere   lithospheric mantle              lithospheric mantle   asthenospheric material beneath thin lithosphere
  (middle Miocene explosive volcanism) *lithospheric extension
*melt generation in upwelling asthenosphere, (lithospheric mantle-derived magmas 
  mixing with lower crustal melts contaminated by metasedimentary
 lower crust)
Pécskay et al. , 2006 1 areally distributed felsic calc-alkaline areally distributed intermediate "arc-type" andesite alkali basaltic
calc-alkaline
2
3 *initial stages of back-arc extension *advanced stages of *complex relationships to *post convergence extension
  back-arc extension   subduction
Table 1. Classification of igneous activity based on the geochemical characteristics of erupted magmas
              1 geochemical characteristics of erupted magmas
              2 time interval of igneous activity
              3 tectonic processes behind igneous activity
(andesite stratovolcanoes, 
calc-alkaline, mainly intermediate
Karpatian-late Pliocene
intermediate
(mainly andesitic stractovolcanic complexes)
Classification of Magmatic Activity
*mantle diapir until the end of Sarmatian and 
* subduction in East Carpathians
  related crustal melting
dome-flow complexes, volcaniclastic rocks)
calc-alkaline volcanism
*Miocene to Pliocene subduction
(startovolcanic complexes)
*subducted oceanic slab
middle Miocene-Pliocene
Miocene 
intermediate calc-alkaline
Age TOKAJ-SLANSKE MTS. GREAT PLAIN TRANSCARPATHIA
Eggenburgian 22-20 Ma rhyolite tuff levels fine-grained volcaniclastics
Ottnangian 20-17.5 Ma rhyolite tuff levels dacite, rhyolite tuff,
biotite bearing andesite
Karpathian 17.5-16.5 Ma welded dacite tuff, tuffite, dacite, rhyolite tuff,
tuffitic sediments biotite bearing andesite
Badenian 16.5-13.6 Ma *  rhyolite-rhyodacite volcanism * rhyolite, dacite tuff flows *  felsic tuffs, volcaniclastics
    rhyodacite ignimbrites,    (subaqueous activity)
    felsic tuffs
    (subaqueous activity)
*  andesite, basaltic andesite, * andesite stratovolcanoes *  basaltic andesite, andesite, 
    dacite lava flows with     dacite, rhyolite lavas and 
    comagmatic intrusions of     related tuffs 
    diorite porphyries, 
    extrusions of dacite/rhyolite 
*  andesitic, dacitic, rhyolitic *  andesite/gabbro-diorite
    subvolcanic activity     intrusions 
    ryhodacite/dacite extrusions
Sarmatian 13.6-11.6 Ma        rhyolitic, rhyodacitic tuff flow and fall layers, welded and non-welded ignimbrites
* intermediate volcanics * felsic lava and tuff flows * basaltic andesites, 
   (lava flows,    (subaqueous activity)    intermediate volcanics/ 
   stratovolcanic structures) * latest volcanics:    intrusions 
   variable mineral assemblage    from 10.5 Ma
* minor rhyolitic pyroclast layers * felsic lava flows/intrusions
 (subaerial activity in north)
 (subaqueous activity in south)
Pannonian 11.6-2.4 Ma * stratovolcanic structures * basaltic andesite, andesite, 
* rhyolitic-rhyodacitic activity,    (dacite, rhyolite) lava flows/
   pumice flows, extrusive domes    subvolcanic formations
 (subaerial activity)
* latest volcanics: * latest volcanics: 
   olivine basalt from 9.4 Ma    from 9.1 Ma
Table 2. Development of igneous activity at the NE part of Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              Compilation from Kaliciak and Zec, 1995; Pécskay et al. , 2000; Gyarmati et al. , 2002
              Pécskay and Molnár, 2002; Zelenka et al. , 2004; Gönczy, 2006
Rock Type No Age (K-Ar)
Latitude Longitude Altitude "FeTi" Ol Cpx Opx Pl Amph Bt Qtz
Tokaj-Slanske Mts.
D T1  10.9±0.4 N48˚33,155' E21˚27,207' 485m O alt O O O
R T3 ˜12.6-10.9 N48˚33,067' E21˚29,288' 394m O alt O O O
A T6  11.6±0.7 N48˚30,022' E21˚18,324' 199m O O O O O O O
R T6a  11.6±0.7 N48˚30,022' E21˚18,324' 199m
D T6b  11.6±0.7 N48˚30,022' E21˚18,324' 199m O O O O O
R T12 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚28,468' E21˚21,862' 269m O
R T23  12.2±0.6 N48˚28,379' E21˚28,169' 182m O O O
R T18 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚27,571' E21˚23,595' 326m O O O
R T25 ˜12.3-11.7 N48˚27,202' E21˚28,896' 178m alt O O O O
R T26 ˜14.6-13.8 N48˚27,051' E21˚33,662' 290m O O O
R T13 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚26,815' E21˚23,358' 390m O O
A T11 N48˚26,064' E21˚18,318' 464m O O O O
A T14 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚25,690' E21˚23,715' 537m O O O O
A T10 N48˚25,644' E21˚19,555' 662m O O O O O O O
A T16 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚25,182' E21˚23,294' 717m O O O O
A T15 ˜13.8-10.3 N48˚23,978' E21˚24,341' 524m O O O O
D T40 ˜12.4-11.9 N48˚23,733' E21˚38,525' 260m O O O O O O
D T28 N48˚23,579' E21˚17,322' 270m O O O O
D T30 N48˚23,275' E21˚18,296' 400m O O O O
A T34 N48˚23,234' E21˚24,021' 298m O O O O O
D T38 N48˚23,285' E21˚27,097' 368m O O O O O
A T36 N48˚22,797' E21˚25,352' 260m O O O O O
A T31  11.6±0.3 N48˚22,806' E21˚20,862' 534m O O O O 　　
R T32  11.6±0.3 N48˚22,738' E21˚20,660' 621m O O O
D T41a  12.4±0.5 N48˚22,367' E21˚37,615' 110m O O O O O O  
A T42 N48˚20,091' E21˚27,090' 173m O O O O
A T44 N48˚18,172' E21˚32,694' 107m O O O O
A T43 N48˚17,861' E21˚14,272' 163m O O O O
D T46 ˜12.3-10.9 N48˚15,348' E21˚21,491' 146m O O O O
R T35  11.6±0.5 Abaújszántó O O  
BA T49  11.0±0.6 N48˚11,927' E21˚21,340' 202m O alt O O O  
D T53  10.5±0.5 N48˚07,899' E21˚24,141' 105m O O O O O
Great Plain (boring cores)
A BOL Bodrogolaszi 150m O O O O O
D BLHA Baktalórántháza 1. 2823.0-2823.2m 　 O O
R BLHD  13.5±1.1 Baktalórántháza 1. 2390.3-2390.5m O O O
R GCS Gacsály 1. 1845.0-1845.4m O O O O
R HNR  11.4±0.7 Hajdúnánás 1. 1997.0-2000.0m O O O O
TrD U2 Uma-2., Újszentmargita 1674.8-1675.3m O O O
BA E1 Egyek 1. 2731.0-2740.0m O O O O
R P7 Penészlek 7. 1276.0-1285.0m 　 O O O
D J5  14.8-14.3 Józsa 5. 1098.3-1098.4m O O O O
TrA NDU  12.6±0.6 Nádudvar 13. 1818.5-1819.2m O O
Transcarpathia
D KLK 10.7±0.4-10.3±0.4 Kolcsino 1. O O O O
R Bar. 1  12.7±0.5 Barabás O alt O
D Tarpa 1  10.5±0.5 Tarpa O O O O
D TPAD  10.5±0.5 Tarpa O O O O
Table 3. Locations and mineral assemblages of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              Age data from Pécskay et al. , 1986, 2000; Zelenka et al. , 2004; Széky-Fux et al. , 2007
              Rock types are based on bulk data.  B: basalt, BA: basaltic andesite, A: andesite, D: dacite, R: rhyolite 
              "FeTi ": Fe-Ti oxides, Ol : olivine, Cpx : clinopyroxene, Opx : orthopyroxene, Pl : plagioclase,
              Amph : amphibole, Bt : biotite, Qtz : quartz, alt: altered
Phenocryst assemblageLocation
SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 Total LOI
Tokaj-Slanske Mts.
T1 64.64 0.58 16.17 5.06 0.07 1.58 4.44 3.24 2.70 0.12 98.60 1.85%
T3 69.61 0.36 15.00 3.45 0.05 0.91 3.12 3.19 3.24 0.07 99.01 2.23%
T6 59.26 0.62 15.01 9.89 0.13 2.94 6.46 2.33 2.38 0.11 99.13 3.18%
T6a 76.36 0.16 13.55 1.01 0.01 0.22 1.38 3.44 4.11 0.03 100.27 1.22%
T6b 63.62 0.70 15.90 4.94 0.08 2.90 5.80 2.38 2.50 0.12 98.95 0.65%
T12 77.44 0.07 12.70 1.41 0.02 0.06 0.80 3.52 4.25 0.01 100.28 0.56%
T23 78.74 0.14 11.94 1.31 0.01 0.22 1.78 2.64 3.06 0.03 99.88 2.35%
T18 76.78 0.08 13.36 1.63 0.02 0.08 1.18 3.39 4.17 0.01 100.70 0.40%
T25 75.56 0.10 13.59 1.51 0.02 0.05 1.20 3.46 4.00 0.01 99.50 0.59%
T26-1 76.07 0.08 13.13 1.40 0.02 0.13 0.77 3.13 4.50 0.01 99.24 0.64%
T26-2 75.18 0.08 13.01 1.41 0.02 0.14 0.76 3.17 4.48 0.03 98.28 0.64%
T13 77.35 0.07 13.24 1.50 0.02 0.06 0.75 3.39 4.32 0.04 100.72 0.75%
T11 61.54 0.66 15.83 6.24 0.11 4.11 6.33 2.20 2.19 0.10 99.30 1.14%
T14 61.05 0.67 15.81 6.43 0.11 4.07 6.43 2.37 2.20 0.11 99.26 0.55%
T10 61.95 0.62 15.70 5.99 0.11 3.85 6.37 2.35 2.31 0.11 99.35 1.22%
T16 61.27 0.67 15.79 6.36 0.11 4.21 6.38 2.35 2.21 0.10 99.44 1.16%
T15 60.77 0.68 15.69 6.47 0.10 4.30 6.63 2.36 2.14 0.11 99.24 1.27%
T40 64.82 0.60 16.09 5.22 0.08 2.40 4.92 2.91 2.45 0.10 99.59 1.25%
T28 62.90 0.63 15.94 6.28 0.05 2.07 6.65 2.35 2.26 0.10 99.23 2.81%
T30 62.28 0.65 15.97 6.12 0.12 3.41 6.03 2.34 2.36 0.10 99.38 1.16%
T34 61.00 0.67 15.91 6.46 0.11 3.56 6.34 2.33 2.61 0.11 99.09 1.82%
T38 62.98 0.75 16.20 5.81 0.09 2.14 5.26 2.63 2.45 0.13 98.43 2.44%
T36 60.21 0.68 16.33 6.63 0.14 4.12 7.02 2.13 1.67 0.11 99.04 2.96%
T31 60.98 0.81 16.07 6.63 0.11 3.44 6.08 2.40 2.35 0.12 98.99 1.90%
T32 72.56 0.24 14.46 2.24 0.04 0.75 2.07 2.62 4.14 0.05 99.16 2.53%
T41a 63.89 0.59 15.81 5.49 0.08 2.65 5.32 2.77 2.51 0.10 99.20 3.24%
T42 60.13 0.67 15.96 6.65 0.10 4.05 6.69 2.24 2.24 0.11 98.83 2.24%
T44 60.02 0.69 16.10 6.82 0.10 4.06 7.05 2.28 2.01 0.11 99.22 1.31%
T43 61.55 0.71 16.04 6.57 0.09 3.02 6.47 2.37 2.26 0.12 99.20 0.84%
T46 64.61 0.65 15.57 6.38 0.10 0.81 3.47 3.96 3.31 0.19 99.03 1.47%
T35 73.91 0.19 14.04 1.99 0.02 0.00 1.04 3.99 4.53 0.02 99.72 0.57%
T49 53.53 1.25 17.34 9.61 0.18 3.91 8.61 3.02 1.45 0.22 99.10 1.06%
T53 64.57 0.79 15.59 5.49 0.09 1.86 4.11 3.31 3.38 0.20 99.39 1.15%
Great Plain (boring cores)
BOL 60.91 0.87 16.85 6.33 0.08 2.90 6.27 2.54 2.43 0.14 99.31 1.66%
BLHA 68.17 0.42 17.66 3.50 0.01 0.79 2.66 3.55 2.42 0.03 99.21 2.27%
BLHD-1 71.67 0.30 14.14 4.01 0.06 0.68 1.32 3.77 4.31 0.08 100.33 1.26%
BLHD-2 71.52 0.30 14.05 3.98 0.06 0.70 1.33 3.72 4.32 0.08 100.05 1.26%
GCS 72.89 0.31 14.33 2.83 0.06 0.97 0.29 4.64 4.09 0.08 100.48 1.07%
HN 72.78 0.28 13.70 3.12 0.10 0.98 1.58 2.46 5.03 0.06 100.08 2.32%
U2 62.36 0.78 17.66 5.69 0.08 1.55 1.15 9.15 0.43 0.17 99.00 1.68%
E1 52.63 1.20 18.68 9.26 0.14 3.86 9.44 3.02 1.20 0.26 99.68 2.88%
P7 76.12 0.14 13.77 1.79 0.03 0.69 1.26 3.36 3.04 0.03 100.22 4.04%
J5 69.54 0.37 15.87 3.31 0.05 0.76 1.75 2.59 5.44 0.08 99.73 2.93%
NDU 61.24 0.86 18.33 5.66 0.10 0.94 4.75 4.24 2.82 0.26 99.20 2.93%
Transcarpathia
KLK 62.70 0.77 15.18 6.38 0.11 3.15 5.50 2.31 3.47 0.12 99.69 1.41%
Bar. 1 72.60 0.26 14.03 2.80 0.04 0.32 2.23 3.55 3.14 0.05 99.02 1.31%
Tarpa 1 68.11 0.57 14.61 5.03 0.10 1.07 3.58 3.42 2.53 0.12 99.13 0.93%
TPAD 68.06 0.54 14.63 4.68 0.10 1.24 4.59 3.36 2.49 0.12 99.80 1.62%
Table 4. Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              For comparative reasons, five late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basaltic samples from other parts of the 
              Carpathian-Pannonian Region have also been analysed.
              Concentrations are in weight percent.  LOI: Loss on Ignition
SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 Total LOI
Alkali basalts
Ság-hegy 49.067 2.301 14.098 10.855 0.133 8.831 8.936 3.25 1.971 0.512 99.955 0.11%
Hegyestű 44.455 2.335 15.588 11.464 0.168 8.091 10.838 3.493 2.496 0.733 99.662 0.67%
Somoskő 45.904 2.059 17.009 11.423 0.198 5.447 9.246 4.661 2.373 0.624 98.944 -0.15%
Szilváskő 46.201 2.06 17.437 10.891 0.197 4.916 9.399 4.823 2.446 0.648 99.018 0.43%
Medves 45.79 2.084 17.063 10.451 0.164 7.294 9.965 3.967 2.028 0.667 99.473 2.42%
Standards
JB1A07120301 52.41 1.32 14.64 9.09 0.14 7.84 9.40 2.59 1.42 0.26 99.11
JB1A07020501 52.20 1.28 14.44 9.01 0.14 7.90 9.32 2.55 1.44 0.26 98.52
Table 4. Major element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              (continued)
              For comparative reasons, five late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basaltic samples from other parts of the 
              Carpathian-Pannonian Region have also been analysed.
              Concentrations are in weight percent.  LOI: Loss on Ignition
Phenocryst assemblage Reference
Alkali basalts ol ± opx ± cpx ± mt ± neph Embey-Isztin et al. , 1993a
Spinel lherzolites ol, cpx, opx, sp Downes et al. , 1992
cpx ± ol ± sp ± pl ± amph ± mic Kovács et al. , 2004
gnt, cpx Embey-Isztin et al. , 2003
Metaigneous cpx, pl ± gnt ± amph Embey-Isztin et al. , 2003
Metasedimentary gnt, pl ± bt ± il ± sp ± opx ± qtz ± graph Embey-Isztin et al. , 2003
cpx, pl ± opx ± amph ± mt ± il ± sph ± sp ± gl ± gnt ± calc ± rut Kempton et al. , 1997
Table 5. Phenocryst assemblages of late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basalts and various xenoliths within 
              Abbreviations indicate amph: amphibole, bt: biotite, calc: calcite, cpx: clinopyroxene, gl: glass, gnt: garnet, graph: graphite,
              il: ilmenite, mic: mica, mt: magnetite, neph: nepheline, ol: olivine, opx: orthopyroxene, pl: plagioclase, qtz: quartz, rut: rutile, 
              sp: spinel, sph: sphene
Granulites
Pyroxenites
Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Cs Ba Hf Ta Pb Th U V Cr Ni
Tokaj-Slanske Mts.
T1 96.60 176.84 29.71 77.95 11.80 2.49 452.48 2.31 0.90 15.40 10.72 2.45 86.00 5.87 2.69
T2 56.36 280.81 78.30 115.23 9.98 1.36 374.98 2.86 0.66 20.28 6.36 1.80 120.16 9.29 4.14
T6 95.09 182.00 26.48 135.86 8.83 3.81 404.01 3.65 0.63 12.45 10.01 2.20 160.43 46.97 11.99
T6a 173.30 71.49 47.65 72.40 9.72 4.78 710.68 2.47 0.93 22.55 16.46 3.75 28.08 10.95 3.98
T10 92.73 173.40 26.48 153.49 8.30 4.50 369.87 3.94 0.63 12.89 10.22 2.37 141.44 99.11 21.32
T15 87.71 189.35 26.24 144.22 8.77 1.74 339.29 3.53 0.57 9.20 9.03 2.04 158.07 122.93 18.72
T23 110.86 128.51 24.76 52.29 7.23 3.56 692.68 1.83 0.67 18.49 13.80 3.58 18.16 3.44 1.02
T32 180.74 116.34 24.05 56.27 9.38 7.92 473.25 2.01 0.96 21.61 18.16 3.74 21.89 9.89 2.61
T36 136.86 222.05 27.87 119.65 9.13 39.66 377.06 3.28 0.63 12.14 10.03 1.97 154.54 72.22 22.52
T44 77.31 198.33 24.82 138.65 7.80 3.04 312.15 3.52 0.56 10.05 8.27 1.85 175.05 71.36 12.52
T41a 102.49 174.13 26.69 109.58 9.16 2.41 453.72 3.02 0.70 14.17 10.16 2.93 114.78 54.68 9.79
T42 87.65 185.17 24.98 140.41 8.15 2.76 334.57 3.67 0.57 9.56 9.02 2.03 162.26 80.06 22.65
T49 49.74 311.41 30.17 149.79 10.09 1.72 269.98 3.45 0.64 8.02 5.66 1.34 161.58 80.28 22.17
T53 129.23 234.55 29.05 202.76 19.59 3.59 514.63 4.59 1.28 20.13 16.02 3.48 94.07 19.44 5.29
Great Plain (boring cores)
E1 27.95 454.26 28.16 131.64 10.91 0.56 366.82 3.11 0.59 3.06 2.49 0.79 277.55 19.59 6.81
NDU 97.26 615.22 26.75 220.04 24.01 2.69 854.03 5.33 1.58 25.62 15.78 6.22 118.23 22.34 12.85
BLHA 120.52 217.12 23.27 109.21 12.73 6.52 388.00 3.03 0.94 7.56 9.24 2.10 43.57 6.94 3.19
HN 215.73 130.01 23.69 45.14 10.61 5.96 629.03 1.42 0.73 13.73 8.99 2.54 26.70 4.01 2.20
P7 132.92 126.69 24.76 61.55 12.39 5.91 403.61 2.05 1.12 21.97 15.78 4.48 9.89 0.64 0.98
Transcarpathia
Tarpa 1 91.49 187.85 25.39 155.72 15.08 2.19 545.60 3.86 1.13 12.81 10.26 3.33 92.31 5.13 2.71
Bar. 1 112.87 153.03 26.61 164.09 14.86 2.97 637.73 3.87 1.15 15.95 12.19 3.30 13.54 1.61 7.64
Alkali basalts
Ság-hegy 49.66 783.77 22.25 210.18 48.74 0.93 640.09 4.84 3.03 3.80 4.84 1.27 210.49 384.33 191.96
Hegyestű 83.52 761.91 28.76 314.22 68.23 1.11 715.07 7.43 4.41 4.50 8.37 2.31 236.31 184.53 101.02
Somoskő 62.53 845.30 29.75 264.50 95.91 0.54 819.06 5.39 5.52 2.68 7.98 2.03 177.26 77.51 48.85
Szilváskő 64.06 1005.01 30.24 244.51 90.40 0.63 924.85 5.25 5.61 2.61 7.39 2.07 174.58 26.16 32.56
Medves 59.94 941.06 25.79 225.29 91.63 0.83 844.57 4.67 5.57 2.62 7.59 2.02 197.27 130.08 78.36
Standards
JB2 6.25 181.67 24.69 48.00 0.47 0.83 220.70 1.41 0.03 4.70 0.22 0.13 580.42 21.23 13.62
JB2 (ignited ) 6.65 177.22 23.98 45.47 0.41 0.80 220.24 1.33 0.04 4.29 0.21 0.13 567.07 25.17 13.14
Table 6. Trace element compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              For comparative reasons, five late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basaltic samples from other parts of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region have also been analysed.
              Concentrations are in ppm.
La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
Tokaj-Slanske Mts.
T1 31.13 63.11 7.08 27.12 5.50 0.97 4.88 0.80 4.77 1.01 2.76 0.43 2.52 0.37
T2 27.01 53.61 6.23 25.38 5.30 1.08 6.30 1.13 7.97 1.96 6.23 0.96 6.01 1.00
T6 26.14 53.74 6.13 22.87 4.57 0.90 4.06 0.67 4.12 0.85 2.50 0.38 2.35 0.36
T6a 32.02 65.27 7.96 29.56 6.67 0.58 6.60 1.12 6.80 1.41 4.01 0.63 3.80 0.55
T10 24.87 49.41 5.68 22.20 4.50 0.88 4.21 0.69 4.12 0.88 2.51 0.40 2.41 0.39
T15 24.65 48.72 5.82 21.37 4.24 0.88 4.00 0.66 3.88 0.80 2.33 0.36 2.23 0.34
T23 29.93 57.03 6.10 21.60 3.84 0.53 3.41 0.57 3.29 0.68 2.06 0.32 2.11 0.32
T32 29.11 57.04 5.96 20.79 3.80 0.60 3.27 0.55 3.27 0.71 2.07 0.35 2.25 0.35
T36 26.34 53.10 6.22 23.54 4.65 1.10 4.29 0.69 4.36 0.90 2.58 0.42 2.48 0.37
T44 21.53 43.71 5.18 20.27 4.20 0.92 4.04 0.66 4.05 0.84 2.44 0.37 2.25 0.36
T41a 27.16 54.45 6.21 23.24 4.56 0.94 4.29 0.66 4.15 0.87 2.42 0.38 2.39 0.35
T42 22.62 46.92 5.35 20.70 4.19 1.07 4.08 0.64 3.85 0.82 2.38 0.41 2.36 0.36
T49 19.75 42.31 4.99 21.09 4.47 1.34 4.53 0.76 4.75 1.00 2.74 0.46 2.74 0.41
T53 36.48 69.91 7.48 27.43 5.17 1.02 4.88 0.74 4.54 0.92 2.55 0.41 2.51 0.39
Great Plain (boring cores)
E1 19.15 42.10 5.37 21.96 4.55 1.32 4.54 0.75 4.76 0.99 2.78 0.44 2.72 0.40
NDU 43.27 82.36 9.19 33.37 6.18 1.43 5.14 0.74 4.32 0.88 2.42 0.38 2.39 0.35
BLHA 25.71 58.19 5.04 18.26 3.39 0.99 3.12 0.53 3.26 0.68 1.96 0.32 1.98 0.30
HN 25.71 48.79 5.69 19.51 3.57 0.94 3.38 0.55 3.54 0.71 2.05 0.32 2.03 0.31
P7 32.95 62.62 6.49 22.74 4.33 0.57 3.99 0.63 3.68 0.75 2.03 0.32 2.02 0.29
Transcarpathia
Tarpa 1 24.89 48.33 5.46 19.67 3.74 0.93 3.44 0.61 3.70 0.80 2.32 0.36 2.41 0.36
Bar. 1 27.08 50.90 5.28 19.16 3.50 0.96 3.55 0.57 3.47 0.76 2.19 0.39 2.27 0.35
Alkali basalts
Ság-hegy 34.24 69.00 8.64 33.59 6.97 2.12 6.02 0.85 4.51 0.80 2.07 0.29 1.62 0.22
Hegyestű 51.36 102.88 11.58 44.93 8.02 2.34 6.75 0.97 5.27 1.07 2.71 0.41 2.45 0.37
Somoskő 57.79 104.99 11.27 43.66 7.78 2.45 6.86 0.99 5.21 1.02 2.78 0.41 2.47 0.37
Szilváskő 55.26 101.37 11.12 43.61 8.16 2.55 6.76 1.00 5.42 1.08 2.87 0.44 2.56 0.40
Medves 51.55 94.89 10.35 39.08 6.87 2.20 5.89 0.86 4.80 0.93 2.43 0.35 2.13 0.31
Standards
JB2 2.21 6.52 1.04 6.07 2.22 0.77 3.05 0.59 3.71 0.86 2.48 0.41 2.47 0.40
JB2 (ignited ) 2.21 6.50 1.05 5.78 2.10 0.75 3.14 0.55 3.70 0.85 2.48 0.39 2.46 0.39
Table 7. REE compositions of igneous rocks from the NE part of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region
              For comparative reasons, five late Miocene-Pleistocene alkali basaltic samples from other parts of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region have also been analysed.
              Concentrations are in ppm.
Sample SiO2 Sr  K Rb Ba Th La Nb P Zr Nb/Zr La/Yb La/Sm Ba/Sr K/Rb Ba/La FeO*/MgO
TOKAJ-SLANSKE MTS.
Downes et al. , 1995 128T 62.7 192.0 19740.8 103.0 379.0 11.0 25.3 10.0 395.8 156.0 0.1 10.5 5.6 2.0 191.7 15.0 1.4
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 13 61.1 15239.5 19.5 708.2 7.5 4.8 2.0
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 14 60.7 15500.5 22.7 623.4 7.1 4.8 2.1
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 15 59.5 15093.3 23.8 531.9 8.5 5.2 1.6
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 16 59.2 13792.4 17.7 667.3 7.4 4.6 1.7
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 17 60.0 12538.4 21.0 796.3 9.5 5.1 1.9
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 19 62.3 15137.2 25.6 751.6 9.8 4.9 2.1
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 20 61.7 17545.9 26.7 709.6 8.6 5.1 2.2
Seghedi et al. , 2004 SKH-23 58.7 301.9 19821.3 88.4 392.6 8.4 14.6 1469.1 192.3 0.1 1.3 224.2 2.3
this study T6 60.4 182.0 20107.1 95.1 404.0 10.0 26.1 8.8 489.2 135.9 0.1 11.1 5.7 2.2 211.4 15.5 3.0
this study T10 62.7 173.4 19419.2 92.7 369.9 10.2 24.9 8.3 495.0 153.5 0.1 10.3 5.5 2.1 209.4 14.9 1.4
this study T15 61.6 189.3 17985.5 87.7 339.3 9.0 24.6 8.8 495.8 144.2 0.1 11.0 5.8 1.8 205.0 13.8 1.4
this study T36 61.2 222.1 14117.5 136.9 377.1 10.0 26.3 9.1 483.5 119.7 0.1 10.6 5.7 1.7 103.2 14.3 1.4
this study T42 61.3 185.2 18910.1 87.6 334.6 9.0 22.6 8.1 466.8 140.4 0.1 9.6 5.4 1.8 215.8 14.8 1.5
this study T44 60.9 198.3 16933.1 77.3 312.2 8.3 21.5 7.8 504.9 138.7 0.1 9.5 5.1 1.6 219.0 14.5 1.5
TRANSCARPATHIA
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA1 57.5 354.0 13826.9 57.0 398.0 5.0 17.0 12.0 660.8 118.0 0.1 1.1 242.6 23.4 2.4
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA33 58.1 294.0 17544.4 81.0 382.0 7.0 18.0 9.0 750.2 145.0 0.1 1.3 216.6 21.2 3.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA17 58.6 334.0 18055.4 76.0 421.0 8.0 27.0 14.0 1324.5 181.0 0.1 7.5 5.0 1.3 237.6 15.6 2.6
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA4 58.5 321.0 18341.0 82.0 509.0 7.0 21.0 13.0 836.5 143.0 0.1 1.6 223.7 24.2 1.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA10 59.9 285.0 15519.1 64.0 394.0 6.0 18.0 10.0 970.2 142.0 0.1 1.4 242.5 21.9 1.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA21 60.6 277.0 19974.4 93.0 485.0 10.0 25.0 13.0 750.1 192.0 0.1 1.8 214.8 19.4 2.5
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA40 58.9 306.0 13413.0 56.0 435.0 6.0 21.0 18.0 837.4 154.0 0.1 1.4 239.5 20.7 2.5
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA18 59.7 231.0 13759.1 51.0 351.0 6.0 21.4 15.0 1058.5 177.0 0.1 7.4 4.7 1.5 269.8 16.4 1.6
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA24 60.1 313.0 15401.2 70.0 549.0 8.0 31.0 19.0 1276.1 259.0 0.1 1.8 220.0 17.7 1.5
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA23 60.9 253.0 17107.1 76.0 505.0 8.0 23.0 17.0 1014.0 176.0 0.1 2.0 225.1 22.0 2.1
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA19 57.3 250.0 9067.8 32.0 309.0 4.0 18.0 19.0 750.4 147.0 0.1 1.2 283.4 17.2 1.7
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA22 58.0 223.0 13513.6 76.0 358.0 6.0 23.0 20.0 1059.0 170.0 0.1 7.9 4.8 1.6 177.8 15.6 1.7
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA20 61.6 230.0 18019.5 69.0 470.0 7.0 26.0 19.0 1145.6 214.0 0.1 2.0 261.2 18.1 2.0
Table 8. Geochemical data used in Figures 26, 27, 29, 30
              Oxides are recalculated on a 100% water-free basis.  Concentrations are in ppm except for SiO2 (wt.%)
Sample SiO2 Sr  K Rb Ba Th La Nb P Zr Nb/Zr La/Yb La/Sm Ba/Sr K/Rb Ba/La FeO*/MgO
TOKAJ-SLANSKE MTS.
Downes et al. , 1995 128T 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.5 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.7
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 13 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 14 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.1
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 15 1.0 0.9 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.8
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 16 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 17 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 19 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1
Kaliciak and Zec, 1995 20 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1
Seghedi et al. , 2004 SKH-23 1.0 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.4 2.0 1.2 1.1 0.8 1.1 1.2
this study T6 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.6
this study T10 1.0 0.7 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.7
this study T15 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.7
this study T36 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.7
this study T42 1.0 0.8 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.8
this study T44 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.8
TRANSCARPATHIA
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA1 1.0 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.2 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.2
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA33 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA17 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.3 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.2
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA4 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA10 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.1 0.9
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA21 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA40 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.4 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA18 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.8
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA24 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.7
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA23 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA19 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.8 1.2 0.7 0.8 1.5 0.7 1.2 0.9 0.8
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA22 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.0 0.9 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8
Seghedi et al. , 2001 UA20 1.0 0.8 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.9
Table 9. Geochemical data used in Figures 26, 27, 29, 30; normalised to 60 SiO2 (wt.%)
              Oxides are recalculated on a 100% water-free basis.  Concentrations are in ppm except for SiO2 (wt.%)
Sr 86Sr/87Sr Nd 144Nd/143Nd SiO2
Upper crust 262.00 0.7106 29.00 0.51231 71.00
Lower crust 185.75 0.7054 12.82 0.51283 45.05
Upper Mantle 73.02 0.7040 5.71 0.51297 44.53
Alkali basaltic magma 829.63 0.7038 39.23 0.51281 47.46
Table 10.  Data used in mixing calculations in Figure 32
                Upper crust : Gaab et al. , 2006
                Lower crust : average of granulites and pyroxenites from Kempton et al. , 1997;
                                       Dobosi et al. , 2003
                Upper mantle : average of spinel lherzolites from Downes et al. , 1992
                Alkali basaltic magma : average of alkali basalts from Salters et al. , 1988;
                                       Embey-Isztin et al. , 1993a; b; Dobosi et al. , 1995; Downes et al. , 1995
1Reference Start of subduction Reference
Csontos et al. , 1992 late Eocene (~33.7 Ma) Fig. 9, p. 231
Ellouz and Roca, 1994 late Cretaceous-Paleocene p. 63
Nemcok et al. , 1998 early Miocene p. 335
Huismans et al. , 2001 30-17.5 Ma  ("renewed initiation of westward subduction...") p. 1023
Seghedi et al. , 2005 “subduction was already active in Early Miocene times…” p. 494
Pécskay et al. , 2006 beginning of early Miocene (~21 Ma ) p. 523
2
Reference Research on Time (Interval) Shortening Ref erence
Csontos et al. , 1992 structural evolution of the Carpathian-Pannonian Region from Oligocene 400km p. 223 
   (after Oszczypko and Slaczka, 1985） (southern limit of external flysch nappes (Pieniny Klippenbelt)) from early Miocene 200-250 km  
Ellouz and Roca, 1994 outer flysch units of Ukrainian and Romanian Carpathians late Oligocene - present 180 km on average p. 61 
Behrmann et al. , 2000 NE Outer Carpathian fold and thrust belt middle Oligocene - middle Miocene at least 260 km p. 125 
(total orogenic contraction) 
Huismans et al. , 2001 basin evolution from early Miocene ~150-200km p. 1028
   (after Ellouz and Roca, 1994) (palaeogeographic reconstruction of east Carpathian thrust front)
Pécskay et al. , 2006 spatial distribution of igneous rocks from ~21 Ma not more than 200 km p. 526 
Table 11. Published data on the presumed subduction in the Carpathian-Pannonian Region 
                1 Estimations on the start of subduction
                2 Estimations on the length of consumed plate
